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The Project

Case Studies in Science Educationis a collection of field observations of science
teaching and learning in American public schools during the school year 1976-7i. The
study was undertaken to proliide the NatiOnal Science Foundation with a .portrayal of current
conditions in K-12 science classrooms to help make the foundaeion's programs of support.
for science education consistent with natiodal needs. It was organized by a team of
educational researchers at the University of

Eleven high schools and their feeder schools were selected to provide a diverse and
balanced group of-sites: rural and urban; east, west, north tnd south; ,racially diverse;
economically well-off and impoverished; constructing schools and closing schools; inno-
vative and traditional. They were finally selected so that.a researcher with ample relevant
field experience could be placed at each. To confirm findings of the ethnographic case
studies and to add special information, a national stratified-random-sample of about 4000
teachets, principals, curriculum supervisors, superintendents, parents, and senior class
students were'surveyed. Survey questions were based on observations at the eleven case-
study sites.

The field researchers were intructed to find out what was happening, what was felt
important, in science (including mithematics and social science) programs. On site from
4 to 15 weeks they were not required to coordinate their work with observers at other sites.

4* Questions originally indicated important#by the NSF or identified early in the field were
"networked" by the Illinois team. Efforts to triangulate findings were assisted by reports
of site visit teams.

-,.

Each observer prepared a case study report which was preserved intact as part of the
final collectiOn, and later augmented with Cross-site conclusions by the Illinois team. The
cost of the study was jdst under $300,000, taking 18 months actual time and about 6 research-
person years to complete.

..,

.

In the principal findings it was noted that eachcplace was different in important ways,
that each teacher made unique contributions. Nationally we found that science education was
being given low priority, yielding to increasing emphasis on basic skills (reading and compu-
iliation). Still, the CSSE-high-school science faculties worked hard to protect courses for the
college- bound, with many of these courses kept small by prerequisites and "tough" grading.
Only occasional efforts were made to do more than "read about" science topics in most of the
elementary schools. Although ninth-grade bidlogy and eighth-grade general science flourished,
general education aims for science instruction were not felt vital'at any level: Seldom was
science taught as scientific inquiry--all three subjects were presented as what experts had
found to be true. School people and parents were supportive of what was chosen to be taught,
complaining occasionally that it was not taught well enough. The textbook usually was seen
as the authority on knowledge and the guide to learning. The teacher was seen to be the_
authority on both social and academic decorum. He or she worked hard to prepare youngsters
for tests, subseqdent instruction, and the value-orientations of adult life., Though relatively
free to depart from district syllabus orcommunity expectation, the teacher seldom exercised
either freedom.

Each of the above statemqnts is only partly correct. This summary is a drastic oversim-.
plification of the circumstances observed by the field people and portrayed in the case study
reports. The picture at each of the sites--seen through the experienced but singular eyes of
our observer-ris a special picture, greatly inflmencedby the administrators, the parents, and
the students encountered; colored with,technical, professional, economic and social problems.,
SoMehow theAictures do not aggregate across sites to be either the picture of national edu-
cuation represented by the popular press (though no less\aggrieved) or that t.resented in the
professional adUcation publication (though no less complicated). It is an interesting
collection.

Robert E, Stake
Jack A. Easley, Jr.
Codirectors
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Code Name
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Boston

the Columbus, Ohio, school district James R. Sanders &
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a small city in Pennsylvania Gordon Hoke
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Rob Walker
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The advantage of a case study, project is,,that it provides a pers2nal and experiential
perspective of matters., In the Case Studies of Science Education, teacfier perspectives of
science, math and social studies have been emphasized, but have been rounded out and con-
fronted by the views of students, administrators, and parents. The energies of daily work
have been exposed. Worries have been voiced. Some of the obvious problems of science teach-
ing and learning, and some very subtle ones too, have been described in the eleven case
studies and examined in the assimilation chaptd's of this report.

407

/'
Perhaps surprisingly the concerns of a nation about test-score declines, desegregation,

and equalizatiori of taxation for school fi ancing were seldom reflected in-the CSSE class-

c
rooms. Such educational issues are seen a 'pervasive, and indicative*of our social values

' (and worthy of our attention in this review), but having small direct impact upon the quality
of science instruction received by a child. Much more influential were the renewed emphases

ton reading, the Ofovision (or lack) o classroom atmosphere free from distraction; the

)116
,presence (or lack) of a teacher -with enuine curiosity about natural and social occurrences,

and e of tules rePlecting the desire to mold. children into well- disciplined, middle -class
cit These influences on the conduct of daily instruction were not-perceived to be
more ftnt than the national issuesw4A-tey were the stuff that made up another side of our
Cone about American eductiqp, and require direct attention in the

i
planningisof programs

to assist science education.

In this stction we will summarize the f ndings of the CSSE case Studies and our other
data-gathering efforts. Having already ally mutilated the delicate and complicated

4 portrayals of happenings and feelings as d n toggther by our field observers by attempting
to sort and aggregate them in our findings chapters, we.now further over simplify by pre- 4.

senting them in,grand summary. We urge the feaderwho is appreciat ve of the ems and
efforts of pre-college education to read the complete case studies, ting ere pro-

. vides a much more firm basis for knowing and respo4ding to the needs of science education
than the abbreviations on these, following pages can possibly do. Still, because, it may be
useful to report our most'prominent findings in a single place and to suggest responsibil-
ities and opportunities for the science education-directorate of the National Seience Founda-
tion', and also because our contract required it, weApresent th1 Executive Summary.

o
.

SCIENCE EDUCATION FINDINGS FROM CSSE' .

Teacher is Key. ,What science edulion will be fait any one child for any one year is
,most dependent on what that child's teacher believes, knows, and .does- -and doesn't believe,
doesn't know, and doesn't do. For essential all of the science-learned in school, the
teacher is the enabler, the inspiration, an consttaint.. (See ALTE Booklet III, p 3:90).

A child learns a'great deal about science oul of school. 'A few children have science
hob'bies or reading interests, sometimes, finding.surrogaty teachers, so that they gain sub-
stantial understanding of,science without the school's, help. Most-children are unable to

S
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do that For most, systematic sLience learnint will occur only if the teacher can cope .,

with the obstacleg, and is motivated to teach something of the knowledge and inquiry of the
scientific disciplines. For other children such learning is unlikely. A VORTEX principal
said:

But if you have a person teaching science vAo really loves it,. -Chose
kids really have a good sciope program. On the other hand, I've had
to almost force someone to put the science kit in their classes. No
one wanted to have anything to do with it. You kno4 how' science was
treated? They got their.minimum time allotments in.

.

Decisions as to changing the science curriculum were largely in the herds of teachers- -
even on major choices they had the primary veto power. They often could not bring about the
changes a few would have liked, but they regularly could stop curriculum changes they opposed,
either at the district level "or in the classroom.' They were largely lone in a personal``-'
st uggle to select and'adapt available materials to educate a distressingly reticent student

7.--)bo y.

The role that teachers play in setting the purpose and quality of the science program
Was apparent in all our case studies and reaffirmed in our national survey. Teachers in BRT
(p 4:22), ARCHIPOLIS (pp 9:6,7,18,23), CRFATERraOSTON (pp 11:33-34), and a'comment by ob-
server Lou Smith (p 3:79) typified the influept.e teachers have on what was taught.

As the seudent,,body grows smaller, the faculty grows older. Old solutions seldom fit
new problems. Mostittachers wave trouble teaching at least a few children. (There was a
strong tendency to Categorize these children as Learning Disability children.) Teachers
needed assistance of one kind or another. In most of our sites the inservice program was
providing little aid, partly because it was anemic and aimed elsetihere, partly because the
teachers paid little heed to it. Like professors in charge of preservice ..education, the in-
service personnel we saw were seldom oriented to helping teachers solve such difficult
problems4,as keeping the lesson going or adapting subject matter to objectives for which it
was not originally prepared. The teachers were apparently sometimes more "on their own"
than they wanted to be.

The Basic Two--Reading and Arithmetic. The dominant influence toward change in the
curriculum today was "back to the basics" thinking. People meant different things by it,
but most common was a greatly increased emphasis on two,of the three R's, reading and arith-
metic.

0

It was strongly stated, by teachers even more than by parents, that other leatnings are
unlikely or inefficient until tht child has a thorough grounding in "the basics." It was not
IFthat people could not see that children learn many ideas, skills and styles of expression

without good reading and arithmetic 'competence. But they seemed not to appreciate the ex-
_

tent to which people do and will learn what they need as the need arises. They knew the re-
gret of many who did not discover early a precious corner of the library, or the library at
all. They felt compelled to prescribe learning activities which were work-like and clearly
purposive--and most of the reading and arithmetic lessons we saw were both.

Many teachers endorsed the movement toward ''e the basics" thinking that what they had been
teaching as a special skill or subject matter was basic and would be included in the new
emphasis. Others who "can't beat 'em, join 'em." The science supervisor in URBANVILLE en-
dorsed the basics only after it was apparent that district support.for science would continue
to wane unless it was shown-to be integrated with the basics and demonstrable on student tests.

13
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In school settings,greater emphasis was giNen to reading and arithmetic and to the re-
sults of minimum competency testing aimed at the basics, less emphasis was being given to
science, math, and social science concepts and relationships. Teachers were willing to make
this trade-off, saying that youngsters would not udhershand complex ideas until they could
read them. Teachers had been embarrassed far more by student inability to read or compute
than by their inability to comprehend ideas, and were anxious to demonstrate that they favor

,

drastic steps to involve children in reading and arithmetic exercises. But the more impor--
tant fact is: Teachers appeared to be fully convinced that improvement in all of education,
including science education; was directly dependent on-improvement in reading. (See the
advocacy of the teachers from RIVER ACRES, Texas, pp 1:9,18,29; but the same conviction can
be'found in each of our case studies.)

Science, Mathematics and cial Studies Curricula. As seen by' most people in the
schools, science education had n more alliance with mathematics education and social studies
education than it had with Engli h education. Science was4een by many to be the subject
matter of physics, chemistry, a d biology, and perhaps astronomy, botany or geology. These
were seen as fundamentally different from the things taught by teachers of mathematics or
social studies. With perhaps an exception or two in the case of environmental education
there were essentially no interdisciplinary efforts in the schools of this study. (See
Chapter 13.)

The circumstances varied from place to place depending on teacher personality, parent
interest, and many other things. Most high school science departments were offering biology
for all students and either chemistry or physics or both for the student going on to college.
These latter two courses usually had an algebra prerequisite; which helped to keep the course
geared for the "faster" students. Home economics,still largely for girls, and agriculture,
largely for boys, included science topics, but were not coordinated with the science offer-
ings. Laboratory work in several sites appeared to be diminishing in importance because of
the expense, vandalism and other control problems, and the emphasis on course outcomes that
would show up on tests. A general science course was a standard offering in junior high
,schools almost everywherd--we saw an outstanding one at an, open school in VORTEX. Although
we found a few elementary teachers with strong interest and understanding of science, thed
number was insufficient to suggest that even half of the nation's youngsters would have a .

single elementary school year in which their teacher would give science a substantial share
of the curriculum and do a good job of teaching it.

With the national mphasis on "the basics" and on vocational preparation, mathematics
was getting increased at ention. The result was an almost exclusive concentration on compu-'
tation, from second grad math to that in senior year. Many schools, such as those in

/ URBANVILIE and WESTERN ITY had a computation test which had to be paIsed sometime prior to
high school graduation. There was little fepling for the importance of mathematical concepts,
e.g., sets, prime numbers, proportionality, though they appeared in most textbooks, paktly
as a legacy of the "new math" efforts. The attitude among many math teachers was that new
math was too difficult for ypungsters to learn; it allowed them to drop behind in computa-
tion skills. The commercial world increasingly required less in the way of computation
(e.g., by providing cash register keys with pictures of sandwiches, automated inventory
cards, hand calculators) but the belief in the need for computational skills was strong.
According to the prevailing social, and educational ethic, a disproportionate time should be
spent on computation. Mkich of the remedial teaching in mathematics in the URBANVILLE school
and elsewhere was being done by non-mathematics teachers reassigned for various reasons.
Some teachers said they needed materials more suited to older students, those slow and little
motivated.

14
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The social studies curriculum was primarily about history and government,, and to some
extent, about current social problems and about understanding oneself. It was,rarely about,
social science, the systematic inquiry into social phenomena, There was little agreement on
what subject matter content had to be covered in a social studies course and one saw little
articulation across these courses. Where we did find coordination, we found also less eon-
cern about contemporary social affairs, such as in an URBANVILLE history course, where even
in a few idle moments, no one mentioned Jimmy Cas'ter's election on the morning following it.
By and large, we concluded, teachers were so distressed with their students' inability or

"reluctance to read, write, and get serious about theft studies, that they worked on the
syllabus lessons as much as they could. .

The science curriculum of the schools was--in operation more than by definition--taken
to be a set of knowledges and skills, rooted in the academic disciplines. It was to be shared
in common by all students who would undertake the study of science. Though it may emphasize
conviction in one place and skepticism another, it was to be seen as belonging to the
collective wisdom of men, a part of the culture, a property that exists outside the indi-
vidual learner.

/ The curriculum was not the arrangement of context and contacts so that the students
would have optimum opportunity to extend their own meanings of things, to learn those things

( that interested, challenged or puzzled them. It was "course" and "skill" centered. It was
)authoratarian. It was external. A curriculum specialist in GREATER BOSTON suggested that
that may be the way it had to he in today's schools.

Students were expected to respect a set Of understandings that originated outside them-
selves, that were validated by processes that they could only crudely approximate, that
took on a value that was given by the specialists or in terms of its utility to people at
large. The motivation for learning these things also was expected to be external. (Perhaps
the principal justification for some lesson topics,was simply to familiarize the young with
what the older generation had to study--a kind of badge of culture.)

The teachers who teach this curriculum may o r--fa not be. authoritarian. Many were.
Many were not, establishing a most friendly, or casual, or cooperative relationship with
the youngsters. Many did not insist upon being treated as authorities, but honored certain
knowledge, certain ideas about how to inquire, certain experience--a curriculum--that was
defined by those outside the classroom rather than those within. The administrators and

"parents and taxpayers we talked to seemed almost unanimous in their support for this defini-
tion of curriculum.

Socialization as a Pre-Emptive Aim. Each teacher had a somewhat different set of pur-
poses, but a common and vigorously defended purpose was they of socialization. It impressed
upon the student an observance of the mores of the community, submitting personal inclina-
tions to the needs of the community, conforming to the role of "good student," and getting
ready for the next rung on the educational ladder. Of course there were great differences
in the ways teachers stressed and interpreted socialization. (See Chapter 16.)

After. reviewing the objections of certain parents to the teaching of family values in
other cultures (MACOS) and evolution of the species (BSCS) at the outset of this project, we
expected to encounter occasional battles between parents and teachers regarding offensive
topics, that is, between groups having different ideas as to the proper socialization-of
young men and women. In these most sensitive matters we found no battles., Teachers recog-
nized the potentiality of trouble but none told us of feelings of threat or constraint.
(Most steered away from "values" questions.)
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It appeared to us that teachers had been carefully selected to fit the community and

that teachers were anxious not to put children or p/rents in anguish. Some occasionally
went as "far out" as the community, the parents,and the youngsters expected them to, but
seldom further. Of course there was not full agreement on the "boundaries" of academic free-
dom, but we did not find confrontation. Observable differences among teachers were much
more likely to be In areas about which the public was not apprehensive. Perhaps if all
teachers were to take the same stand as the most radical or outspoken teacher'did there
would have been trouble, but the community seemed comfortable with its mix of relatively
stern "socializers" and relatively liberal "socializers."

The more stern socializers pro ted subordination, discipline, a "Protestant work ethic,"
cheerfulness, competitiveness, and eavy investment in getting students "prepared." The
more liberal socializers, no less oncerned out having an impact on the learning and per-
sonality of the youngster, promot d skeptici ii , imagination, individual expression, cheerful:-
ness and cooperation. Of course most teachers appeared to be trying to do some of both:

An example of an importa t socialization lesson was:"Merit deserves special privilege."
There was little belief among most teachers that anything would be wrong with academic dis-
crimination. In RIVER ACRES, iURBANVILLE and elsewhere, denial of learning opportunity was
seen as warranted by poor p rformance. In ALTE, WESTERN CITY and elsewhere, "social pro-
motion" was under attack. /Although in this century the'high school diploma has not been a
certificate of competence, //there was strong advocacy for making it one.* The denial of
privilege that would accogipany the ,denial of a diploma was not at that time considered a
large social cost.

%

Such socializatio in the classroom was pre-empeive in that it seemed to get immediate
attention almost when er an opportunity arose. Other learnings were interrupted or set
aside, not always by hoice, to take care of an effort to cheat, an impending daydream,
or a willingness to accept a grossly mistaken answer. One observer commented that social-
ization took precedence over general study skills, general study skills over the specific
operations (arithme ic, the chemistry lab), and the specific operations over subject matter.
One teacher, or per caps a thousand, said with a sigh, "I don't know what they're going to do

9 when they get to seventh grade."

Studying a few teachers in depth, CSSE site coordinator Jack. Easley, with Fres
Stevens and others, (in Chapter 16) found av even greater commitment to socializatIonl To

that end, and also to help the teacher survive daily crises, the new teacher learned how
to use subjeCt matter to keep control of the class, what question to ask whith boy tq head
off a prank, what homework to assiga- to keep he study period quiet, and in many more subtle
ways (famillarizationf etc.). Although some p le were dismayed that so much of the school%Iorlor

day goes to administrative routines, few people were protesting the portion that goes to
socialization. With subject matter being used t socialize, the distinction was difficult

to make. Subject matter that did not fit these ms got rejected, neglected, or changed
into "something,that worked."

.
. Ili

*The argument for a diploma certifying competence usually was one.of assuring employers
and colleges of student qualificatiod. But employers and collegds have always relied' more

on tests than certificates. A better interpretation would be that workof low merit was

seen as. needing exposdre"and censure.

V
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Text-bound Teaching. CIearly till predominant methdd of teaching science was re itatioA,
particularly in the junior high schoo , In the element ry school the science lesson might
call for observing the behavior of caterpillars or read ; pg science fiction, but When there
was something "important" to to ch, r ading and were foremost, and a little test-
ing sometimes followed. Ln ARC fPOL 2 observer Jacqu tta Hill-Burnett called it "assign-
recite-test-discuss." The high scho 1 class was more 4kely to use some workbook eitercises,
possibilOn groups at the lab t bles -but the emphasis' was still on recitation, with the
liteacher in control, adding new nfor ation and someti

il

es,derlonstrating. The textbook was
the key to the information.

Eight fourth-graders
studies lesson. Mis
city? At the top of
(No answer) "Terry?'

world cities," and 1
paragraph. The head
with all the countri

ere ircled around the teacher for their social
Will ams asked, "Why is New York City a world

page 42, why is New York City a world city?"
Terry reads, "New Yor City is one of the great

oks ul questioningly. 'No, look on into the
uarterp of the United N tions is there and trade
s." (SLte visit report)

r in a classroom in PINE CITY (p 6:34) was ratherThe following observation by Rj Walk
typical:

Almost all the questionirkwhich 4me from the textbook) concern terminology
or definitions.

"What are three chafacteristi s of the nervoussysteM?"

"What's the differekce betwee

"What's the differe
the human?"

a threshold and\rubthreshold stimulus?"

ce between the nervous systlil of the amoeba and

The answers come back in the stylish rhetoric of the textbook. Clearly the
essence of the task has been to search the text for the sentence which contains
the correct answer. One student who tries to ad lib an answer reveals--in the
characteristic hesitations and broken constructions of spoken English - -that he has
failed to work thoroughly on the text and he is met by a growing murmur of jeers
from the class.

As we saw it, teachers relied on, teachers believed in, the textbook. Textbooks and
other learning materials were not used to support .teaching and learning, they were the in-
strument of teaching and learning. Learning was a matter of developing skills, of acquiring
information. The guide and the source was the textbook.

information is"pretty much what many of the courses are about.

Seeing nothing but inky black in the beaker they asked, "What's
supposed to happen?'; The girl at the next table said, "It's
supposed to go up and down," so they'aIl,wrote, "It went up and
down;'in their lab reports. (Adapted from p 13:40)

The science teacher explained some points and added personal experience, but spent most of
the time asking the students to tell what was in the reading assignment. Reading time
during the period was common. Homework was not very common.

The same was true of social studies. Most of the courses were courses in history or
government. The social studies teacher had opportunity to digress--into relevent and ir-
relevant topics. The digression topics were likely to be heard elsewhere around town;
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catastrophes, competition (the Miss Amer
etc. In many classrooms a comfortable
WESTERN CITY sites. Teachers enjoyed '

an ascendancy -of thinking, ahoy,* the
and textbook as well. But the most c
teacher asking questions about th0 r
stressing the value of good informa

19 :7

ca contest or the state basketball tourney), crime,

familiarity existed - -as in our GREATER BOSTON and
rapping" with the kids. 1,n many classrooms there was,/
mmonplace, and above the level of curriculum syllabus
mmon Acene was not of "liberated" discourse but of the

ading/assignment, often requiring verbatim responses,
ion from reliable sources, particularly the textbook.

In matilematics at all levels the teaching method was usually one of going over the prob-
lems assigned, either teacher or students working a few at the chalkboard while others ob-
served, the teacher working out the most difficult problems. They started new assignments
together, then worked individually. (PINE CITY, Walker files)

Articulation and Uniformity. Each district's syllabus presented a coordinated sequence
of courses capitalizing on the learnings of the previous year. Teachers regularly expressed
their dismay that the students did not arrive knowing what they were supposed to have learned
previously. Teachers expected considerable leeway for dealing with breakdowns in sequencing,
and additional leeway ftol- requiring more and offering more than was prescribed in the sylla-
bus. Most supported the syllabus when they were on the defensive; most treated it lightly
when it came to deciding what their classes and individuals within the class should be
expected to know.

. .

All in all, there was extremely little articulation in the science, math and social
studies curricula among different schools in a district, either between levels (elementary,
middle, and secondary) or between school buildings at the same level. There was a tittle
more articulation across classes within a school building, but there too te,4\hers supported

the uniqueness of each teacher's approach as long as it did not get them all li.nto trouble.
AMong the CSSE schools, not surprisingly, the smallest school (BRT), had the-best-articula-
tion. (See p 4:9-10)* These comments from three different RIVER ACRES teachers illustrate
the plig4t of articulation efforts at many schools:

. . the kids coming into ninth grade are not as well prepared as
the:. should be."

"We had the (articulation) meeting. . . . We discussed where our
problems lay. And we have heard nothing since then."

"I 'ion't have to try to communicate with my elementary colleagues.

(-------

I sat with them (in courses). I know theLl don't know' mathematics."

To the extent that one perceives the school as having the responsibility to get each
child to master a large common set of tasks, this lack of communication and coordination
appeared to have a deleterious effect. To the extent that one'perceives education as the
development of personal understandings and extending of experience, the lack of articula-
tion appears to have little educational significance. But a large majority of people in
and out of school in the sites we visited felt that clases should be more uniform across
the city and more articulated up and down the grades.

*CSSE = Case Studies in Science Education; BRT = code name of one CSSE district.
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Low Priority for Science Education. During our visits to the schools we asked many

people about.the importance of science programs, Their answers differed of course, but a

number of people large enough to surprise us said that other things were more important.
They were not speaking in favor of diminishing the science programs the schools had then,
but neither were they expressing a strong desire to have science programs upgraded. About

half of our respondents agreed that the general public does not put high priority on the

teaching of science." Abo6ut one-third disagreed. In math however, less than 20% of school

people (and less than one third of the parents) agreed that "the general public does not put
high priority on the teaching of math." Except for students (who split about 50-50) the high
majority indicated that the public felt more supportive of mathematics than science. Surely,

a perceived need for simple computational skills raised the over-all priority for math (see
Chapter 17). Still, the public was not seen by our scpool Officials (including teachers) to
be opposed to support for science education.

We asked superintendents, science teachers and parents if they thought the lower prior-
ity being given science education would have a serious effect on the growth of technology in

our society, on the economy in years ahead, and in the quality of life in this,country. The

overall response was about 75% saying "yes." Over 80% said that the schools should try to

do something to reverse the trend.

We were surprised when we asked about the pt-imary purpose of schools that such a large
proportion of our survey respondents did not cite the "knowledge ptirpose" (see p 14:2 for a
fuller description) of the schools, the traditional emphasis on the knowledge of the scholar-

ly disciplines, as the primary purpose for the schools. A majority did, but large numbers
cited the human experience purpose and the vocational career purpose too. Among three

groups the results were:

The most important task of the school should be.:

the human the knowledge the career

purpose purpose purpose

among 125 parents responding 12% 34% 53%

among 78 admiOstrators responding 40% 39% 21%

among 175 teachers responding 36% 40% 24%

Earlier in the 1970s there had been some anti-science feeling in the U.S., but we found
little of it. Almost everyone wanted a strong science program, but most were quick to add
that there were other things that needed bolstering first, things like "reading," "vocation-
al skills," "writing ability" and "remedial courses." Although the dynamics of career choice
and manpower development are not well understood, nor are future needs, we did not discover
grounds, for belief that the "supply" of scientists is threatened by the present circumstances

in the schools, The pressing concern seemed to be improvement in the quality of instruction
available to the large numbers of American children having difficulty learning ordinary
lessons. The schools were concerned about student achievement on .the simplest of tasks
taught, while science departments were concerned about some of the most difficult.

O

We visited schools in eleven communities, staying long enough to get acquainted with
science teaching and learning, noting the satisfactions and dismays of teachers, students

and others. We found each place different, complex, interesting. Each generalization,had

many exceptions. Sometimes the science program, the mathematics program, or the social
studies program was a part of what people were mostproud of, or least proud of--but not
often. There were too many other critical matters. Many teachers were busy narrowing down

to a "basic skills" curriculum; moat were teaching pretty much as they always had, on their
own, relyj,ng on the textbook or workbooks, treating science as something important, but some-

thing that could be learned later if not learned now.
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OTHER FINDINGS OF THE CSSE PROJECT

,

r' The CSSE field observers, scattering out to the original ten sites, were coachedto
concentrate on science, math and social studies teaching. Not surprisingly, many of the
issues they found were general education issues. the schools are highly visible social
institutions and much of what happens in Schools relates to the general place of, youth
in today's society. The following findings and interpretations'are not immediately indic-
ative of needs for science education or National Science Foundation support for the schoOls,
but should contribute to an understanding of the background that will influence any efforts
to upgrade the quality of science teaching and learning in pre-college institutions.

-

Due Process vs. Ordinary Pedagogy; There was a major but only partly visible,confron-
tation in these schools between due process, particularly equal treatment, derived in part
from the 14th Amendment to the Constitution, and ordinary pedagogy, particularly as a teacher
manages student learning activities. Efforts to give equal educational opportunity to all
children are at times at odds with efforts to protect learning spaces from the distractions
and disruptions of students who could not or would not learn the lessons at hand in timely
manner. There was a confrontation between a common beliefin how-to-teach versus a social-
political pressure to combine all students into a single claSs for instruction. But more
than that--

Especially in communities such as ARCHIPOLIS (see p 9:25) and WESTERN CITY (see p 7:27)
where many children needed extra teacher attention, where school kindled little spark and
where authorities struck little fear in youngsters, teachers were suffering the loss of two
traditional control mechanisms: grouping students according to talent and motivation, and
isolating the majority from the slow, the diffident, and destructive. It was not that
teachers could no longer "track" students--in fact it was apparent they could do so, in
ALTE subtly, in RIVER ACRES, and WESTERN CITY openly--but they all had "so many problem
children" and littlt way to help them or even to keep them from having an adverse impact
upon classroom activities.

The situation was substantially c:iOrsened by the good works of the advocates of equal
opportunity of education. By le...7, court rAking, and by regulation (and by all that is right

andworal) no child is to be denied the ordinary classroom experience, the full opportunity
to learn acid the yoUngsters of neighboring subcultures. Accordingly, children are to be
"mainstreamed," taught without regard to ,race, sex, social class, physical disability,
psychological impairmentwhether or not they are an obstacle to the ordinary pedagogical
regimen. In classrooms in three eastern cities we visited (e.g., p 9:13ff) not infrequently
the teacher was unable to maintain control. The youngsters disrupted each other, failed to
respect the property of individual or institution, and assaulted the teacher both directly
and indirectly. In one city those expelled for mare severe offenses were returned by the
courts to the same classrooms, to be afforded that equal but now diminished opportunity to

learn amid disruption.

Teachers and educational leaders at all our sites, proud of the liberal heritage of
the American schools, were respectful of the law and reluctant to speak directly against
busing, mainstreaming, and open enrollment. They acknowledged thatsin the past and still,
the Blacks, the poor, and other groups had been discriminated against and deprived of full
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4
educational opportunity. They were embarrassed by protestors who chant in the streetg and
by parents who enr611 their children in private schools. :They did not want to be identified
with these groups, so they failed to'speak up and even to recognize the directness of the
Confrontation between the two forces.

In their own classrooms most teachers treated children as individually different (if
they could find time to) recognizing that developmental patterns and basic knowledge would
be greatly similar, but recognizing also that each .child's education-is a continuous exten-
sion of Personals:association of the mind. They had different expectations for different
youngsterg,,sometimes giving marks on the basis of Apt the Child should be doing with his/
her skill and background rather than on the basis of what was, agpmplished. They grouped
children in teams, clusters, and tracks, and.put them on individual pathways and pacings,
in order to move them through assignments expeditiously. They did not do all these things
equitably Or even wisely. But they did them with a deep conviction that to teach effectively
you have to treat individual students in unequal ways. They often did not know what to do
about the requirements of government and the rulings of courts to treat children as equals. 4

4
It was a hurtful confrontation. The children and parents at hand were benefiting from

neither legal rddress nor good instruction, with little relief in sight.

--;
Technologizing the Curriculum. On page 19:1 it was said that several national concerns

about education were not reflected in the CSSE classrooms. Activities at the state and dis-
trict levels did reflect more the national issues. In response to poor student performance
in tests, to other embarrassments such as nationally publicize lawsuits brought by nonreading ,

graduates, to a belief that technology* could improve the efficiency of instruction, and to
a perceived need for more control over the whole teaching-learning system, a nationwide effort

V

-I,
*
We of the CSSE staff think 'it might have been a better legal confrontation if there

had been a Constitutional Amendmerit guaranteeing the right of each child to an education;
Then it might have been acknowledged that in ordgr to learn to tad and to begin the
innumerable tasks 'expected of competent adults, the child must learn with fellow learners
who are capable of learning, interested'in learning, 'and at lea usually unable to entice
others away from llarning. Even a corps of quiescent but disengaged classmates would not
meet that legal requirement, for classmates themselves are the models for what a school
person should be. .If there had been such a constitutional guarantee we might have had a
better legal confrontation. But even that Amendment, would probably not have been enough
to remedy the, distress of those who wanted schools to work.

We think, it is not enough for a society to live within the law. The laws do not
clarify what I's right ultimately, only what is right under the law, only what should be
obeyed while the law remains unchanged. When two great "right are in. confrontation,
as they were here, it is the i-esponsibili4 of the lawmakers, and primarily the citizens
before them, to.spell out what combination of rights, what compromise, will best serve the
larger welfare. Such was the case in 1977 with the confrontation in educattog between due
process and homogeneous grouping for instruction.

tT#

**Technology here does not necessarily mean mechanical or automated devices, but any
effort to routinize ors standardize procedutes either for students or teachers. Thus flash
cards, workbooks; and formal pl ,ans are all instruments of technology.
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has been undertaken to make teaching more explicit and more rational and to make learning
more uniform and more measurable. Evidence of this effort was.apparent in all osite,*
and confirmed by our national survey. The effort appeared to-have some.effect on what
teachers talk about, and some even on what they did. OMny Teachers appeared convinced

that teaching and learning should be more efficient. They preferred to get efficiency
by explication and simplification of what is to be learned. For the most part teachers
cooperated with district efforts to improve efficiency through this procedural technology.

the first step usually had been to obtain widely-acceptable statements of school
objectives, reducing the number of paramount things to be accomplished, diminishing
the differences to be noted between classrooms and betwpen classmates, and drawing
community attention to those school purposes that all agree oft. The second step usu-

ually had been to identify criterion test items appropriate for assessing student accom-
plishment of the objectives. It was presumed that lack of %ccomplishmenould require
additional study or that teachers would know haw to modify instruction. 'This last part
was not tecnnologized except in certain "individualizedn'systemk such as IPI (which we
encountered in ALTE, p 3:14) and PROJECT PLAN (which we encountered in FALL RIVER, p 2:20).

Administrators at many Of our sites spoke highly of these technological efforts.
Many teachers spoke highly of the increased manageabilitybof instruction through object-
ification but objected to instructional time diminished by time taken in testing and were
apprehensive about what might be done outside the classroom w' the test scores. In

districts where objectives have been formalized and t sts inistered the teachers were
less enthusiastic, but many continued to appreciate the order and assurance that such
systems brought to teaching. We did not run into any situations where the objectives-
based system had in fact changed the achievement levels of the youngsters.

The Management Burden.' For various reasons, federal and state offices have assumed a
greater responsibility for the conduct of education. The superintendent of the local dis-
trict had become less the head of an educational system and thus less the community spokes-
man for science education, He had becoRE more the intermediary between the local schools
and federal and state offices and more tile spokesman (often reluctantly) for the social
bureaucracy of which he was a key member. (See'Chaptr 17.)

N+

Federal legislation, such as thesweepinjw.new provision's for education of handicapped
children (PL 94-142) and state programs appeared to greatly increase the administrative
burden in school districts. (We noted it particulary in VORTEX and WESTERN CITY.) Public

opposition ho school costs fixed sometimes-on the total salary costs for administrators
(as it did in FALL RIVER), but demands created by new legislation presItiethe district
to continue to expand its staff. High management skills were needed for properly inter-
preting and carrying out the regulations. The demands not only,added to the expense, they
redirected attention of almost all administrators from pedagogical Matters to management

matters.

In their wording, federal and state regulations continued to allude to local responsi-
bility for the conduct of education. But_in fact the formal and informal national pressures
were so great that few district curricula had a character of their own, independent of what
they had taken on to win special funds.- (There continued to be many uniq'uenesses at the

classroom levelothat were not reflected at the district level.) The obligation to establish
"minimums," e.g., for student performance, for Leacher teaching-field college credits, for
safety-Tabove which schools could be different if they have the resources--was probably a

constraint upon unique thrusts.' The funds available from categorical programs were essential
to the solvency of the district, so the local Board of Education( committed the district to
those categorical aims in order to win the.funding.

22
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According to contemporary wisdom, extra responsibility for the conduct of edu-
cation cannot be exercised properly at state and federfl levels, nor indeed at the local
level, without additional information about the perforbance of students and other details
of the curriculum and classroom: Therefore, elaborate information systems have been estab-
lished. In many places these had been standardized and automated, ostensibly to simplify

' the burden of gathering and interpreting information. So far, as repotted in RIVER ACRES
and FALL RIVER and GREATER BOSTON, the systems were, cumbersome, expensive, distracting,

' and apparently of qpestionable validity for improving the operations of insetaction. Their
very complexity, plusthe complexity of the relationships between local and higher author-
ities, demanded much administrative attention and talent. Thug it seemed the immediate
and ordinary affairs of curriculum and instruction actually got increasingly less admini-
strative attention.

In an effort to diminish burden and constraint, many of the larger districts had
decentralized both authority and services. In ARCHIPOLIS, building principals and
teachers thus did gain greater autonomy--but district requirements remained, and the
result in, part had been increased confusion and less help with curricular and pedagogical
problems. (See p 9:3)

/

Classroom teachers did not see superintendents and district personnel as "informed"
Or sufficiently "concerned about conditions in the classroom." For example, in FALL RIVER
(p 2:4):

Occasionally the talk is about administrators--not the ones in the building,
generally respected and considered part of the group--but the ones "downtown."
The tone is usually negative. One gets the feeling that "we" and "they" are
not playing on the same team.

There are guys down there that don't even have a job description.
They run around trying to do4tiings to justify their jobs.

Administrators ought to have to teach one class a year just to
keep in touch with reality. They get down in that central office
and forget that it's really like. Education professors should ve
to do the same.

r_.

Actually it appeared that teachers liar little information about central administrators,
and even building administrators, on which to form such judgments. Both parties had isolated
themselves. Most building principals in our CSSE schoolOwere quite well acquainted with
what was going on in the classrooms, but took little part in their direction other than to
see that regulations were followed. In URBANVILLE our observer perceived the management
system and the instructional system operating smoothly--but little engaged with each other, '

lecongenial, showing respect for each other's "turf." Both systems appeared to be substan-
tially committed to "Education," and both were invested with the belief that without a
smoothly working system, there could not be a high quality in tructional program.

f

-.1

\J
/ 1

1

The RFP Questions. The lfollowing questions were raised by the National Science Founda- s

Lion staff in the RFP. The proposal an the study itself moved on to other'issues, but /1
many answers to the questions are,,,tolte found in the case studies and assimilation chapters s'

Here we give a brief summary answer.
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1. What are the perceptions of the role, scope, and function of science
education at the local level as identified by students, teachers, parents,

aeNnistrators, and supervisors?

ner
Science education was seen as an integral part of secondary, school education and contributory
to its several purposes (indicated rather directly in responses to the questionnaire [see
especially p 18:100]). The most common perception of function was on preparation for later
training, but therp were also expectations that the student would beqome knowledgable about
the world, would move toward a greater readiness for vocational respottsi4ility, and would
increase his or her sengitivity towardthuman purposes and problems. (See Chapter 12)

Natural scidnce was seen mainly as preparation for college (see ALTE), as preparation for
work (see PINE CITY), and for increased understanfing of the environment (see ALTE and FALL
RIVER). Math, particularly computation, was seen as basic toall intej_lectual pursuit (see
Chapter 13), but additionally was widely used as a vehicle for socialization of youth (see
Chapter 16). Competence in math was informally used to distinguish between those who should
and should not go on for further academic training. The social sciences were seen inn more

varied roles and functions (see BRT and RIVER ACRES especially).

2. What practices exist in the selection and use of curricular materials?

Selection practices were varied, ranging from accepting state-adopted textbooks (RIVER ACRES),
to a complex local review procedure based on teacher skills and styles, student needs and

interests, and community preferences (ALTE). Attention was frequently given to articulation
(see Chapter 14) both across grades and across schools, but the heterogeneity and mobility
of students were obstacles to strict sequential programming. The texts used in math and

science were frequently criticized as having too difficult a reading level. Restricted

budgets had caused postponement of purchases in manyAistricts, but poor purchasing in the
past left many usable materials unused. Textbooks Alircentral to instruction in almost

all classes. (ALTE and PINE CITY address the general question.) .

3. What-roles are played by parents, teachei-s, students, school board
members in the review, selection and use orscience curricular materials?

The circumstances vary from place to place. (ARCRIPOLIS and BRT are illustrative.) ll'sually,

the larger the place, the more is decided' at the district office, within the choices allowed

by the state. But many individual teachers were findinga way to obta -in the materials of 411111

their choice among those permitted by ordinary expense limits. Parents usually got involved

only when something went wrong. (See instances in FALL RIVER, ALTE, and VORTEX.) Students

had no role except indirectly as their complaints about texts and her materials are taken

seriously by teachers (RIVER ACRES). School boards took the adv'410of-teachers and /adman=

istrators. The people most interested in curricular choices got involved in "curriculuM

guides." Many teat hers ignOred the guides, or berated them, but central office personnel

. often displayed them with a considerable pride.

4. What are the roles Ipf the teacher in the science classroom? How effec-

tively do teachers perform these roles? What are their qualifications?

Teachers were, first of all, managers of instruction (see ALTE) and arbiters of deCorum.

Secondly, they were questioners and judges of responses. Most infdrmation camesfrorri teaching

materials, but teachers provided a measure bf information too. Seldom did they assume the

role of felloW learner. Qualifications ranged widely, as did standards set by citizens in

each community. Outstanding teachers were easy to find, so were teachers,"gone stale"

(BRT, ALTE). Among the least qualified teachers for present work are those reassigned out

of their area of training because of enrollment shifts or budget cuts. (RIVER ACRES, FALL

ALTE, and GREATER BOSTON have good descriptions of science teacher roles.)6. RIVER,
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5. What obje6tive evidence is available about the effectiveness of science
education programs. as measured by student outcomes?

The effectiveness of scienceAprograms is not 'indicated by the measures of student outcomein
any district we visited. Some test performances had declined (see VORTEX); some level per-
formance trendlines were'proudly displayed (see ALTE), but it is questionable to attribute
either change or no change to the quality of instruction.

6. Now and by whom are science tealtheri and students evaluated?

In each site there was frequent evaluation of student performance by teacher judgment and
by formal testing. Outstanding students were "followed-up" by interested teachers. Most
teacher evaluation was informal, with formal responsibility assumed by principals. Teacher
evaluation was stressed in URBANVILLE, ALTE and ARCHIPOLIS.

117. What laboratory materials we used in connection with science curricula?

Huge variation was found, in ammiint as well as kind. (ALTE is a portrayal of feast,
ARCHIPOLIS and PINE CITY are po7lrayals of famine.) Variation among schools within a'dis-
trict was also apparent (see WESTERN CITY and VORTEX)." ,

8. What out-of-school resources are used in conjunction with science
curricula?

Out-of-sOool resources were seldom used. 'Dough rare, outdoor experiences were highly valued
in ALTE, FALL RIVER, and'ARCHIPOLIS. Museums'were utilized in GREATER BOSTON and ARCHIPOLIS,
but less than they probably should have been. Parents occasionally were asked, and sometimes
made noteworthy contributions (see RIVER ACRES). In_COLUMBUS,mortuaries, brokerages, pool-
rooms and churches substituted temporarily for schoolrooms. Emphasis on the basics and
preparation for testing created doubt about the value of ou-of-school resources.

9. Now much time (in comparison with other subjects) is spent on the
teaching of science by grade level?

Minimum times are set by districts or states for the. lower grades. The elementary schools
met these requirements for math and social studies, but sometimes met them'in science o0,y
in a perfunctory way. Reading about science topics was counted as science instruction.
Recorded times are likely to be misleadiffg. In two adjacent classes teaching science for,
120 minutes per week, one teacher might be involving'students in the key ideas of science,
teaching vocabulary, and helping them work on projects for more than that while the teacher
next door may do no more-than to assign science related readings and encourage those inter-
ested to develop their individual interests. Math, social studies, and language arts and
physical education got, more time; art, music, foreign language and "guidance" got less.
(See WESTERN CITY, ALTE, RIVER ACRES, and VORTEX.)

10. Now effective are the science education efforts as viewedby students?
by parents? by teachers? by administrators?

Almost all members of these groups rated the science education efforts as "satisfactory"
or "very good." (Se: p 18:92)
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11. What special efforts are set aside for those students skilled or highly
.interested in science? for non-reading or unmotivated students?

The main response of the schools is to group, students homogeneously for instruction. (See
the "levels" in RIVER ACRES, the "prerequisites" in ALTE, the "advanced placement" in VORTEX,
and the "t,racking" Alp WESTERN CITY.) Some schools had special labs in math for slow learn-
ing children (URBANVILLE, VORTEX). There were signs of, new attention to the "gifted
but in general, attention for tga years had been directed to the "less gifted." Actually,
very few special efforts, other than separation and changing -of -pace were noted for either
the more able'or less able students.

12, In comparisoriwith other subject matter, what'budgetary considerations
are given to the teaching of science? /

Math was getting full support. Science, at the secondar level, was holding its own mare
than social studies{ -but both budgets were tight Optional courses were being reduipd.
URBANVILLE, WESTERN CITY and'VORTEX had experienced sudden tightenint of budgets. PINE CITY
and ARCHIPOLIS had long experience with monetary problems.

4

13. What types of local in- vi e training programs exist? How often
are they conducted? ly"whom? What is the level of participation? How
effecOlve are they as perceived by teachers?

Staff meetAigs, district conferences, and university. tour jes were most common. Most schools
had in-service workshol\days a couple times a year, rganized and staffed by district
personnel and consultants. 'Participation was hig most places. The teachers found them
more valuable for opportunity to talk with other to tbers than for the help they got
specialists. In-service leadership by master teachers was sought. NSF inStitlites were
praised. Many teachers had problems they were not getting in-service help for. (See "'
RIVBR ACRES, VORTEX and WESTERN CITY :1

.112. 4

14. What supervisory positions-exist for science at the district and
schoo level? What function is served by personnel who fill these
positions?

Titles and respofisibilities varied greatly from district to district., Curriculum supervisorS
were fdund increasingly to 4`organizing competency lilts, defending policies and practices,
soliciting Special funds, and interpreting-government documents. They were little invofved"
in evaluating teachers or helping 1,0ividual teachers improve their teaching. (See VORTEX,
WESTERN CITY, ARCHIPOLIS, URBANULLff; FALL RIVER.)

15. How are science education programs administered? by whom? What are
the administrators' qualifqations?

Science education'"programs" are administered by.central administrators (see ALTE) or by
building administrators (see RIVER ACRES). In cases'Where they carry the title "science
coordinator" or other specific designation of science, those administrators have excellent

,academie-science.credentialse.

A
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16. What barriers exist to improving science education at the local level
as.perceived by students, teachers, administrators, school boards, super-

-visors, parents?

The one largest barrier seen by all groups was: student behavior, particularly student
motivation (see FALL RIVER) Financial barriers were often mentioned (see URBANVILLE,
WESTERN CITY, ARCHIPOLIS). Complaints of teachers (heard but often misunderstood by super
visors and others in the support system) indicated dissatisfaction with materials that did
tapt conform tc their responsibilities for socializing the youngsters. Many students found
the courses b6ring. Across the board, there was not a strong feeling /that improving science
-education was high.on the priority list. (See the complaint of a RIVER ACRES teacher who
couldn't arrange a bus trip to the capital while "athletic teams could be bused anywhere.")

17. In what ways do the Major issues, questions or concerns identified
differ by subject matter (science, mathematics, social studies)? by grade
level within subject matter?

M9st wiaspread issues and concern,were unrelated to subject matter or level (see student
heterogeneity, Chapter 14, for example). Computation skill of students was one of the
highest Of all,concerns found, with great attention at all levels given to the proble7O1
its remedy. Inthe upper grades preparation for college determined greatly how a course
would be offered. At the junior high there was great concern for reading skill and student
motiva %ion for schoolwork. Other general concerns, such as for a "back to the basics"
curriculum or for "greater articulation from year to year," were seen by almost every sci
ence teacher as greatly influencing the quality of science education offered, but were about

(
.equally pro ivent in all three curriculartlreas and at all the levels of schooling

Powerlessness and Remedy. We talked to many people in the schools who were proud of
4hat they had,proud of what they had done, yet pointing to things they would like to change:
Different people seeing different ailments and suggesting different remedies, og course.
Most of the changes were changes that someone else would have to,make. Many would require -

a'change in.the larger system. The teachers ak_gthers felt they had little power to change
them. ;

Some of our sites were in rapidly developing areas such as the- Houston area, where new
fs jobs, new families, and new money kept the school syStem a tumult'of growth, where little
1. of tradition and cutback seemed to constrain the curriculum. Other areas such,as the Boston

area were wrenched with poverty, racial confrontat1on, and judicial intervention in the
management of the schools. But wherever we went, whether or not the people were proud of
their'scteols or ashamed of them, they saw little chance of change, and little more thgy

i/ci

could d(5"hemselves.

Bill is even more resigned. He doesn't feel that there is much that the schools
can do to affect "the real nature of the historical process, or perhaps much any
one can do. Like many other teachers in the school, the things that keep him
teaching are not the'hope of bringing atfout social change, but the fact that he
enjoys what he is doing, likes the kids, and finds himself in a school where
(such enjoypents) are still possible (GREATER BOSTON, p)11:19).

tit
At most sites the teacher had a great deal of ldeway as to what would be covered in the

course of study and as to how time would be spent in class, but always within limits. The

expectations of other teachers, of parents, of administrators, of pressure groups, could

not be violated without repercussion. Many potential confrontations were_avoided at hiring,
with applicants for teaching and other positions screened partly on the basis of conformity.
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A rural Illinois board member rejected one applicant saying in all seriousness, "But he's
not country." Almost every teacher on the RIVER ACRES staff was a Texan. The teachers them-
selves crushed their own diversity, not necessarily in a cruel way. The limits to which a
teacher could venture were seldom explicitly defined, but they were there. Some teachers led
us to infer that they felt powerless to take action that would challenge the boundaries. Few
wanted to. 4

Principal's and superintendents in our districts seemed to feel the same--though less
often with an air of despair. In GREATER BOSTON (p 11:22-23) a black principal felt blacks
had finally assumed enough control to get something done, but the job remaining was immense
--and that he really did not \have much power. Ip PINE CITY (p 6:9-10) where t segrega-
tion progress linked into everything else, the superint ndent was pleased withltnumbers
of students. leaving whit academies to return to the pub ic schools, but saw the task of
educating these youngste s and 11 the others as still e rmous.

The quality of the schools was seen by some to be high, by others low. Everyone can
see problems, almost everyone took pride and comfort in at least a bit of the whole. Though
each can muster an abundance of evidence, neither Pollyanna nor Cassandra is a suitable re-
porter of American education. It was neither uniformly good nor bad, but a` collage still
of the ordinary and the excessive, of magnificent obsessions and petty schemes, of grand
comprehension and adamant stupidity.

The eye for remedy had numerous places on which to focus: The classrooms were often
poor learning environments, with students unconcerned or even hostile to the school effort.
What was beinge.taught was often simplistic (reading, simple operations, direct quotations
from textbooks) and of questionable relevance from a subject-matter point of view. The
social concerns of people (desegregation, voiptional opportunity, sports, defiance of
authority)--though they have a place in moselUeas of4what education should be--were dis-
ruptive and counter-productive to much of the acacimpic program.. Yet it is difficult to
imagine what sort of change in priorities and overall operations could substantially alter
the system.

Most schools - -it appeared - =were not what most education specialists and critics would
call "intellectually stimulating" places. Each had a few teachers and a few occasions
during the week that aroused the intellect, some many more, and for different children
differently, of course--but that was not the pattern nor the intent. The talk one heard
in classrooms was much like the talk in nearby churches, bars, rotary clubs, and laundro-
mats. It seemed about the same with regard.-to intellectual stimulation, with the classroom
slightly more committed to the consideration of evidence and the questioning of old beliefs,
1:41t not much. Newspapers, television, comic books, and movies were apparently much more
source of intellectual stimulation than the schools. Most schOols were bending to othe
purposes: strengthening the simplest and most basic reading and computation skills and con-
forming to the expectations of teachers further up the grades, of parents, and of a society
that wanted people easily recognizable as Americans.

There was a "Love It or Leave It" attitude about much of education in 1477, just as
there had been during the War in Vietnam. People'who had different ideals than the locally
prevailing ones,'who protested or took steps to reform, were suspect. Many people in and
out of school were'not happy with the way schools were, but they were disillusioned by re-
forms, and they had ordered their lives on the basis of havinglschool systems pretty much
the way they were (PINE CITY, RIVER ACRES, COLUMBUS). A few teachers could be said to be
pioneers, not many. It should.be noted ;hat the frontier spirit of the day was not "We're
here to build a better world," but "We'll do as we damn please." Perhaps it was always thus.

Still, the future looked not as foreboding as,these paragraphs sound. People were,not
submissive. Filing lawsuits and dropping out, spreading the word and exercising privilege
in diverse ways, the people in this society lattgely and continually were working to improve
the lot close at hand. Agencies such as the National Science Foundation could do many things
to support the_efforts of people to remedy ills, to make their small place a better place to
teach, a better place to learn.
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NEEDS AS A BASIS FOR POLICY SETTING

This project, Case Studies in Science Education (CSSE) was oneeof three studies designed
to provide status information to the National Science Foundation. By subtracting status
from goal information, according to James Popham* one might indicate present needs. After
reflectin§ on what we in CSSE have learned directly about perceptions of need, and on
Dearden's * thorough analysis of need as an educational concept, we felt compelled to sug-
gest an alternative strategy to the NSF for programming future support for science education.

Committing the NSF to Needs Assessment.*** Since the 1950s the National Science Founda-
tion has depended upon scientists for information and direction. In its early efforts the
NSF cooperated with colleges and universities and focused on science education programs
for teachers who teach science in the secondary schools. In the 1960s the NSF support of
curriculum development became a significant role of the Education Directorate. With that ti

thrust came an increasing, emphasis on secondary school programs and the training of teachers
for curriculum implementation. Still, the effective emphasis was toward education of future
scientists--a small minority of all students who take science courses.

The early 1970s saw a broadening of the scope of NSF education activities. Curriculum
developers widened their scope to include all students. As the focus widened, the scrutiny
the NSF Ikceived from Congress and the, public increased also., Increasing criticism culmi-
nated in cessation of curriculum implementatio pending an assessment of activities both
within the Foundation and without. Dr. Harvey Averch, Assistant Director for Science Edu-
cation, said in his address before the Subco ttee on Science, Research, and Technology of the
Committee on Science and Technology, durin authorization hearings in the House of Represen-
tatives (February 10, 1976) "No major ne curriculum, projects will be funded without a
systeMatic needs assessment'. Needs asse smant will take two forms: analytic surveys and
analyses of educational practices and re' irements, and public participation and comment
on oar program designs."

erhaps most significant of all ne awarenesses of persons in the NSF was that no longer
would they depend so predominantly on th advice of scientists in determining educational
progr ms, It was recognized that if the NSF was to affect science education for children
who ould not enter science professions then the views of persons other than scientists
woul haye'to be included more in planning pre-college science education. The result was
a d cision to do a broad needs-assessment of pre-college science education, especially to
capture the input of interested and informed sources outside the traditional scientific
circles. Once that decision was made a host.of opportunities and problems arose: What is the
need? Who is best equi,pped to know? How many should be reached? Who represents the pre-
college science education efforts ?, With whom will NSF work in implementing future programs?
What data will reveal the need's and satisfy the broad responsibility pledged by then Assis-
tant Director Averch?

*
W. James Popham, Educational Evaluation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc.,

1975), p. 65.

**
R. F. Dearden; "Needs in Education," in Education and the Development of Reason, ed.

R. F. Dearde ; P. H. Hirst; and R. S. Peters (RKP, 1972).

** *Part, of this section were drafted with the assistance of Arlen Gullickson of NSF.
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Need. For the Science Education Directorate's purposes, need was originally defined as
the difference between what exists (status 2luo) and what is believed should be taking place
in science education (ideal status). Difficulty in implementation of that model arises
principally because of the lack of agreeInt as to what "should be." Dearlen remarked that
norms may be vague, difficult to state, and difficult to agree upon.

"Should be" may be defined in terms of present uses or practices. The claim can be
made that if some science knowledge is required for functioning in daily life, then that
science should be taught. In such a case need (remaining amount needed) would be the differ-
ence between\whats i& beiig taught And what is required. It was recognized. that there is no
single universal requirement or desired status of science education. There will always be
healthy disagreements as to what."should be." The suitability of a science program or of
a child's competencies is largely dependent on his present and future circumstances, (In

practical terms there are not minimum skills for all Yohngsters--it only helps us to talk
about minimum skills in order to give greater emphasis to certain learnings that are widely
desired but not now sufficiently attained.)

It is essentially impractical to consider needs by separately considering actual status
and desired status. Both should be considered simultaneously, relating both to particular
children, particular communities, particular learning tasks,-and particular curricula.
When one inquires about status (as we have in CSSE) it is difficult not to learn about need
directly. Students, teachers, citizens, and others are quick to follow answers about the
prdsent status of teaching and learning with information about what the status should be.
They speak of problems. They speak directly of needs.*

The Jacobian. Theproblem is to identify a course of action given status and need infOr-:
.metion but not given 4 "destination." One might look to mathematics for a sense of strategy
Here. When analysts are searching out a maximum point on an unseen but formulated surface

y=f(x,v,u)) they may use a directional rather than a discrepancT strategy. The slope

at the maximum point, such as at the top of a hill, is zero. The surface is horizontal

there, there is no slope. By the use of derivatives and the calculus one cAn learn the
slope at a present position, or at any guessed position. Once the slope is known there,
it is only logical to move on "up the slope, toward the searched-for maximum, then

to check out the slope again at a closer spot.

we

Sometimes the mathematician uses a procedure called the "Jacobian." It permits him
simultaneously to take readings of slope at nine patterned places, Using the information
to make a much more,considered estimate as to where to check the slope for the next itera-

tion. But with or without the Jacobiah, he moves in the direction of improvement until he
gets as close as he wants to-be to the zero-slope maximum.

*There is an important political implication here. If it is believed that the perception
of need is most effectively expressed 1)9 specialists in science and education, then it is
important to have raw status information for them to work from. If it is believed that the

perception of need is most effectively perceived by teachers, students, parents, and others
citizens then,it makes more sense to ask directly about need than to speak of need as a
discrepancy between an actual state and an ideal state. Neither perception alone is usually
sufficient, of course, but preference for one or the other helps toresolve the definition
of. need to be used.

if
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The key to this strategy is to keep moving in the indicated direction. One does not
know where the desired spot is, but only something about the conditions there, specifically
that it is higher, (i.e., better) there than any other place around. Of course there is
always the risk that the maximum one will find is only a local maximum, that there are higher
hills elsewhere, but the local maximum found may be good enough.

41ipeducation we identify many situations in which learning is not a the high level we
would like it to be. We would like to find conditions that bring about th highest possible
learning. But our research efforts have not been able to tell us at all ac rately about
what conditions, at what locus, the maximum learning occurs. What we can do is to study
the present conditions, and head out in the direction of most likely improvement. If that e
makes things worse,- we can retreat--but probably we will find some improvement, and identify
a new direction of improvement.

A

Sometimes we can locate knowledge or experience which enables us to estimate what the
learning would be if conditions were changed in some way. Then, as with the Jacobian, we
might make simultaneous indications as to the best direction to move.

, The critical idea here is that we do not know where we ought to be. In education, as
with the Jacobian, it is impossible to say, "Here is where we ought to be, therefore we can
merely subtract the distance and move that far." We cannot identify the most important needs .

by noting the gl-eatest discrepancies between present and ideal status. It doesn't work that
way. What we can identify are the greatest distresses. We aan recogoiee our problems and
aim our movement, not in the direction of an obscure Utopia, but in the direction of relief:
(Almost no'one can spell Utopia, but everybody in the country can spell Relief.) The key to
need recognition is finding the direction of relief.

Another Round or Two of Studies? At the end of the present round of studies we will
know a gieat deal about need for improvement of pre-college science learning and teaching
in the U.S. There will be some issues central to NSF program development which will be
unclear, needing further study. There will be some issues that are clear but unresolved,
with different directions. There will be other needs still undiscovered, principally because
only certain sub-groups of the population were asked this time around. Leaders of industry,
economists, teacher trainers, and futurists are some of the many who have additional ideas
about what is needed now and what will later be needed.

The choice of this rationale for needs assessment does not deny that Utopian ideas
about science education are important. It only claims that the appropriate inputs for the
Utopian output are obscure. It rejects the idea of making a single calculation as to
what is needed for a once-and-for-all change. -It opts for incremental remedy.

4
.

Clearly a needs assessment should be accompanied by a study of the options available to
alleviate the higher priority needs. Some information on relief possibilities accompanies
information on the need, but more systematic study of alternative remedies is usually needed.
A second round in the NSF's needs assessment procedure might include one or more studies
(probably policy studies) for each need, or cluster of needs, including the following:

(a) to further identify the need;
to examine its interrelation with other needs; and
to examine the conditions under tihieh-,this need is

more or less formed;

4
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and then

(b) to identify possible options fOr remedy of the need or improvement
of conditions; and

to examine the costs, existing constraints, and implications of
exercising each option; and especially

(c) to ertine carefully the projections of change in conditions so
as'to know what relief may occur without action, and to know
what exacerbation is to be expected.

Air

For example, it was our observation and it might be concluded by officials of the NSF,
that "teacher support systems" were weak and needed vitalization. The teacher having diffi-
culty carrying out an ordinary science teaching assignment was seen to be without sufficient
aid, though many agencies existed for the purpose of providing aid. Teachers told us that
their resource people largely did not know the realities of their classroom situations.
Potential alleviations were seen via better curricular materials, institutes for teachers,
Teacher Centers, and Teacher Networks. The role of the Teacher Association and the inter-
mediate district apparently needed study. Additional "ekcessing" or "riffing"-of teachers

-1'n the future means that more nonscience teachers can be expected to get science assignments
in the next ten years. These are matters to be studied it the NSF is to alleviate the per-

'ce'ved need for support for teachers having,difficulty providing good science instruction.

If the National Science Foundation is to continue to improve its awareness of current
conditions' of science teaching and learning from time to time, one or-more additional studies
should be established to look broadly..at the needs.

The next studies
4

(a) might draw on additional information sources, such as:
professional associations, both educational and other;
business and industry, including NASA, DoD, etc.;
college people, administrative officers, teacher

trainers; state departments of education;
legislatures, governors, congressmen and staff;
scientists;

specialists in manpower and employment;
and community advisory groups

for the purpose of 'getting new perspectives on identified issues
and for getting additional issues.or needs identified:

(b) integrati validating need-perspectives with various
studies, s as those prepared by:

The In rnational Education Association;
the,National Assessment of Educational Progress;
the Educational Products Information Exchange; and
the National Center for Educational Statistics; and

(c) -providing special perspective from distinguished scholarS
with an orientation to:

the history of the problem;
a comparison across countries;
an economic model or rationale fob/ science education; and
a "socialization" rationale or m el for science education.
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A third round of work might,continue,to start new probes of issue clusters and contin-
uations and improvement of overall need-assessments for the NSF. It also should move to a
feasibility study and perhaps'pilot operation of one or more program options appearing most
favoitable in the second round. The idea is that changes in NSF activities should be based
not only en needs assessment but on policy studies that directly relate to practical con-
straints under present and future conditions. The focus in this NSF needs assessment would
remain on providing a more community-based perception for NSF programming to assist the
schools (and other educational media) through regular and continuing support services.*

What is proposed here is that needs be identified directly, not without consideration
and documentation of present conditions and desires for the present and future, but that
needs not be operationally defined as,a discrepancy between the two. What people can often
agree upon is the direction in which to move to improve conditions. 'Needs will not be
entirely eliminated by any one program, but they can 1;ie alleviated best--it is claimed--
by direct attack upon the problems. When problems and constraints are sufficiently reduced,
the nation's encational system, following the dictates of the individual communities, can
be counted on co provide a proper science education program of quality.'

A Hierarchy of N the behavior of an individual at a particular moment is largely
determined b'y his/her strongest need. This seems to be true for teachers, and it may be
true for school systems, and for national efforts. The "behavior" of educational programs
and teachers in classrooms at any particular time seems not generously directed to the highest
a d most complex of needs, bfut more often at the lowest and most immediate.

9

Abraham Maslow once offered an interesting framework to explain the \hierarchY of
responses to human needs. According to Maslow, physiological and safetyineeds are strongest
until they become at least considerably fulfilled. If survival is not Ihreatened then the
individual can attend to social and self-Nteem needs. And finally, when comfortable among
peers and with one's self, one then may move On to "self-actualization," attempting to sat-
isfy the;need to be the "best" that one can become. **

It is interesting to note bow in some ways a hierarchy of needs fits the behavior of
school officials and entire bodies of government. When survival is threatened, when the
budget is about to be cut, when asked in new ways to be accountable, or even when the illu-
sion of such "jeopardy" arises, It seems very difficult for the teacher or superintendent
or director or commissioner to work cooperatively with other agencies. And only when the
institution is respected among others and by itself is there real effort for it to become
the self-sacrificing, altruistic "best" it can become.. Or so it often seems.

7
There is a need for excellence in teaching, in learning, in administering, in providing

support. As the educator is charged with failure or threatened with transfer, as the agency
is embarrassed at hearings and asked to justify its actions, there may be an all-absorbing
effort to protect the enclave, to survive. The more there is indignation about the absence
of excellence, the more there are charges of a lack of excellence and clamor for it, the
less likely persons and institutions can mobilize to attain it. This is not a plea to quiet
the clamor nor to ignore the shortcomings of educators and educational institutions, but a
plea for understanding the response. It is a plea for letting up an a singular emphasis on
needs. The more needs are subdivided and specified, the more defensive many educators and
institutions become, and the less rational may be the response. We have to move to gain re-
lief even before we know enough about. our needs.

*This action on the part of the NSF would be consistent with the historical pattern of

social reform in America, according, to Harry Passow in "The Future of the High School,"

Teachers College Record 79 (September 1977): 15-31.

**Abraham H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1954).
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POSSIBLE ACTION FOR THE NSF SCIENCE EDUCATION'DIRECTORATE

P

In an internal document for NSF staff planning (dated /11/77) Howard Levine wrote:

Since the Directorate is concerned with the interface between science And
education, it must begin any analysis by determining th,g,current status and
future prospects of both of these entities. It must then synthesize the
information at the interface to discover what the pressing problems are at
the interface. Finally, it must propose programs to rectify those problems.

There is reason to question the avowed and widespread reliance on information for program
planning, but information is certainly an important,ingredient. For example, sensitivity
to a co-worker's perspectives is dependent on information, but needs more than information
alone. The information provided by these case studieS tells of current statuses of some
schools with a strong sense of expectation for the future. It of course provides little
information about science itself. The interface between the two is more important for
college, graduate and post-graduate education than for pre-college, but the sense of inter-
section is an important one at all levels.

Following our research plan, we reviewed previous NSF program aforti and attempted to
anticipate rospective and potential headings. In this section of the CSSE final report we
comment on the desirability of support for those headings in the immediate future--consider-
ing of co he many points of view expressed in our case studies.

4

Curriculum nt
r-

As long as knowledge and pedagogy change there will be need lor curriculum development.
But tight now is not a time of much change. In the schools we visited we found renewed
attention to a traditional curriculum and only occasionally a need for text materials not
currently available. We did hear some fequests for basic or remedial arithmetic materials
for high school age students. Teachers in all subjects continuedtto look for supplementary
mat rials, something beyond the syllabus that was inexpensive and motivating. There was
some feeling that teachers should have help in developing materials which could be shared
with other teachers, as is done in the Vancouver Environmental Education Project at the
University of British Columbia. Testing appeared to be too strong an influence on curriculum
development. Curriculum developers Should probably-give less attention to the analysis of
skills, more to the contextual utility of skills.

Teacher Institutes, Centers, Networ

There was substantial need for
ideas of supplementary centers, int
on--for reasons we dia not understa
continued to be avery good feeling
teachers and administrators told us
the many teachers who have not had
use of expensive materials or new d
this time because local funds and i
became acquainted with in these stu
education.' Many expressed need for
help with problems.

pedagogical support for teachers. Many of, the good
mediate districts, and teacher centers had'not caught
d. But the need was well recognized out there. There
about the NSF teacher training institutes, and many

,

the "course content" institutes should be.extended to
chance to benefit from them. Iristitutes based on the

partutes for teachers were less likely to succeed at
novativeness have ebbed. As a group, the teachers we
ies wanted to extend their continuing professional
better ways for teachers to share experience and get
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Scientific Literacy

4

:,0

Overall, in the sites at which we observed classes, science was seen as having rather
limited value to the education of all students. NumeroUs districts had general science
goals for students of Vle elementary grades and junior high schopl, but these goals did not
get high priority attention. Many a district's teachers were satisfying their obligation
to teach science by using reading materials that had sdientgic topic and by observing
the development of plants and animals, important activities but falling short of usual
definitions of a science education program.

e

The claim tha a deeper level of understanding of science is necessary for mature
thought is a provocative idea, but one that lacks empirical substantiation. _What consti-
tuted minimum competency in science or any area of skill or knowledge was highly dependent
on local circumstances and value patterns; therefore, scientific literacy was not something
"testable" with a single standard on a universal scale. But the idea of a better place for
science education in general education is worthy of further study.

School-Arranged Opportunities to Learn Science Out-of-Salq

Programs of outdoor education; with strong science components, were found in several
Of our sites, particularly the ALTE, FALL RIVER, and ARCHIPOLIS schools. Students there
testifi d tb some happiest and most memorable learnings in outdoor programs. Combination

lit
scho d work programg, presently a,priority planning topic with the U.S. Department of
Labo ,A uld be much more than a credit-for-work-experience plan if curricular structure
were integrated into the arrangements. The opportunities to provide valuable science edu-
cation experiences in such high-motivation programs were numerous. -It needs to be realized
that many schools found the arrangements for such out-of-school experiences problematic,
exhausting,' and of no tasting value, as we learned from the Columbus, Ohio, School-Without-
-Schoolsobservations. The National Science Foundation could assist the schools in making
these difficult logistic arrangements and contribute a onus to the local science curriculum
at the same time.

In an article entitled "More Youth Than Jobs," educational sociologist Robert Havighurst
said:* lr .

. ,

The contemporary youth crisis calls for leadership and action by educators working
at the high school and college levels. However, they will have to Oink and act

114

outside of their accustomed routines. Youth need pra tical, maturi*-promoting
experience in the adult world, together with vision peFspective on the future
of the society for which the will soon become respo sible.

He proposed an Education for the Future program along these lines with emphasis on the liberal
arts but taking place in the work and learning settings of adults. He suggested a joint

curriculum commission funded by the National Endowment for the'Humanities and the National
Science Foundation. The findings of these case studies largely support the need and good

, sense of this proposal.

*Robert Havighurst. "More Youth than Jobs," The Center Magazine 9 (May, 1976); 16-19.

(
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Science Education Through Non-School Institutions A

The public schools appeared to us to have a full load of work and to be moviftg away 46
from science education mere than toward it, with the exception of computational arithmetic.
It was our conclusion, even though our study did, not extend' to non-school media for science
education, that more programming could be purcha4sed non-School than, through schools, for the
same investment. The problem is that the children who would benefit most from,most,non-
school programs are the youngsters who already have tt4 best of it, the ones who already
are traveling, going to museums of technology and natural history, who are guided to the
Cousteau television programs and have a chance to look at an occasional Scientific American.
Special programs might be developed through Title I of URA for students.whose parents are
economically disadvantaged and who donot,subscribe to the local school objectives or are
not served well by them. Special television programming in the science areas is probably
underSubscribed at the present time, and much more could be done with'local park districts.
We noted in particular the,changing role of the 4-H clubs in America (page 15:54).

.

Adult and Continuing Education

There is one small science education void that NSF might try to f41, but it would take
major planning and development. There are people of various ages, mostly those out of
school (we encountered an interesting mother-son business team prospect) who are thinking
and working at the developing edge of some technical area, such as verticalization of pork
production and merchandising, technologization of warehousing and inventory control; repair
of hi-fi equipment, use of polling techniques by local newspapers and advocacy gioups.
There are far too few such people In most communities tb support formal coursework or even
informal learning groups. But In a region of perhaps 90.minutes travel time there may be
several who are interested in the same thing, and whole interaction would facilitate their
learning. These people could be assisted considerabr by an extension program oriented. to
scientific support for self-initiated learning.

This is-Ian area that univepity-based extension services have considered their respon-
sib y,, but even with large ransformation in recent years, the have not developed net-
WOrer study groups on the basis of the indivivallearner, but rather on the basis of the
subject matter areas that the college (usually a college of agriculture or professional
sch6o1) has,developed. A drawing in of unus al contributions from scientific fields has
not characterized these efforts. Clubs, such as 4-H, and industrial organizations, have
tried to do some of this, but have been limite r by commonness of interest within
community or by the limited ideational horizon of'th sponsor.' It probably would be found
that existing extension network and clubs should be the operating platform for an NSF

to increase the science education opportunities,for isolated individuals
but moving beyond the instructional offerings of even the more advanced institutions.

Research on Science Education

The National Science Foundation has for the first time become engaged,in the respon-
sibility to conduct research on education. It would, seem that a review of the millions
spent on research by other agencies of the federal government would show millions spent
without apparently moving us suhptantIally further in the direction of understanding educa-
tion or providing a better base for development than we had previously. Now it could be 'that
the NSF could organize its studies better, find better researchers, qz)r probe areas with
higher potentialbut the NSF planners cannot be without trepidation at the prospects.
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It was our conviction before we started this study, and we became even more persuaded

during the doing, that research on the context of instruction rather than research on the
learner is more likely to yield insights into the ways of improving the quality of education
that is offered. What research on the learner tells us is the vast number of ways people
differ, and how grefiter experience increases those differences. What research on the peda-
gogical processes,the administrative praksses, and the social-political background tells
us are'the obstacles to learning and the obstacles to changing the opportunity for learning.
The cognitive-personal obstacles to learning are formidable, and also not rdeh amenable to
school control. The social-political obstacles are also formidable, and also not much ame-
nable to school control, but somewhat more. '

Research on the Support System. One of the most attractive topics of research appears
to us to be the study of the support system for teaching and learning, including the role
of the principal, the department, the curriculum supervisors, the in-service training pro-
gram, the informal teacher networks, the professional associations and unions, the continu-
ing ties with colleges of education, the PTA's, the textbook publishers, and more. It might
be presumed, with the schools having become more technically-oriented, that a support system
would exist to diminish the non-teaching burden on the telper, to bolster those teaching
areas in which the teacher is not strong, and to maximize the use of the teacher's talents.
It was apparent that many support systems were not aicomplishing these purposes.

Research on the Curriculum Supervisor. One part of the support system that should be
singled out for particular research attention is the office of the curriculum supervisor or
coordinator. Handled in quite different ways in different school,systems, the role was appar-
ently undergoing new changes. Partly because of district decentralization, budget cuts, and
greater involvement of central offices in state and federal programs, the offices of curric-
ulum specialists raw appeared to be busy reviewing new regulations and preparing proposals
for new or renewal programs. Work strictly on curriculum and pedagogy problems appeared to
have diminished. This may have been an improvement--we do not know. Our CSSE experience
was that there were few science curriculum specialists available.to help teachers with course
content problems and few district officials speaking comprehensively about science education

*generally. A research study might show that these functions are amply being taken care of
by teachers, might show that the present coordinators are doing the new jobs as well as the
old, might show that if increased these offices would be staffed mostly by "excessed" admini-
strators or might show that the National Wience Foundation should undertake programs to help
upgrade the role and the responsibility.

There is another aspect of the curriculum superviAr that bears investigation. A huge
investment was being made in theonation's schools in management information systems, many of
them mandated by the states. There was an assumption made that resources existed at the
district level for interpreting the data so that correction or replacement of curricula would
be soundly based. Many supervisors would tell us that they did not have that kind of exper-
tise; about the best they could deis to get some of the testinpeople and some of the teach-
ers together and to go over the data and see what sense they could make of it. These reviews
may be good or bad, no one apparently knows. Just what the curriculum people can best do in
these situations, alone of as part of review committees, is another important research aim.

Research on Scientific Knowledgabiiity. Although the amount of testing of student knowl-
edge and skill has increased it was difficult for us to see bow it has improved science edu-
cation, including mathematics education. Supposedly we are moving to a time when teachers will
know how. much the child knows and how'much the child does.not know--at least within a pre-
scriptiom of objectives. Many teachers and administrators expressed a belief that they were
making progress in this direction. We remained skeptical.
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But one thing clearly was happening. The curriculum was becoming more oriented to
general skills (adding, reading, observing, looking up information) and less oriented to
subject matter content. This was partly because a skill item appeared to be more basic and
universal than a content item and therefore-"relevant" to a larger stretch of the instruction
and more likely to be good preparation for later courses. Perhaps research and development
in the science content%areas might help to return some of the-attention of both instruction
and testing to the subject matter of the.sciences. (See Chapter 15)

It is noteworthy that we have not been able w provide standardized testing instruments
which are focused enough to note when a teacher has spent an extra two weeks on a topic, but
not so narrow as the present lesson-specific criterion referenced tests. There are many
problems with testing, and developing maxe tests may add to the burden of instruction and the ,

risk of further imbalance to educational opportunity, but the present negligence of testing
for subject matter sophistication seems to call for reserach attention.

Research on Use of Science Instruction for Socialization. The uses teachers made of
science subject-matter and instructional materials for socialization, that is, the incul-
cation of values as described in Chapter 16, were subtle and pervasive/afid often perplexing.

It appeared to some to be a means-ends reversal, at least to those of the rational world of
science, where scientific inquiry can stand as an end in itself. However, from the point
of view of sociology and anthropology, educational warily in the
transmission and preservation of societal values. Thus the context of the general educational
programs, including ritualistic activities, served primarily to establish the attitudes and
habits of behavior in youth which become the admission passes to membership in adult society.

In a technological age, when vocational training becomes more and more specialized, there
is a possibility that general education in scientific knowledge may function more and more as
a behavioral badge of eligibility for employment, further educational opportunity, and various
privileges of the society. The strong suggestion in Chapter 16 that teachers recognized this
function and wanted help in adapting newer instructional materials to these ends needs further
study. If such socializing functions bfklikk the effective adoption of educational innovations,
as they appeared in this study to do, they need to be more thoroughly understood than they
ar now.

* * *

This section obviously did not outline a major educational research program. We of the
CSSE staff know that there are many fascinating problems to be explored, and we feel that a
society that does not pursde its, grand doubts and curiosities can have little hope of coping
with its immediate problems, but we did not agree on the value of further basic research in
education. AS.it was, our responsibility in this project was not to plan "the" major works.
Our attention was directed to the present status of science teaching and learning, with par-
ticular concern for thoSe needs that rather immediately deserve programmatic support from the
National Science Foundation. We were not well acquainted with prospective NSF action so our
recommendations will snot serve that aim as well as perhaps they should. The four areas of
applied research mentioned above are, we believe, the most relevant and worthy of exploration.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION STRENGTHS, PROBLEMS, AND NON-PROBLEMS

In the foregoing sections of the Executive Summary we have summarized bur findings and
commented as to how we saw them relating to National Science Foundation programming for pre-
college education. Although we benefited from conversations with staff members of the Found-
ation we feel that we do not have sufficient information about coirses of action and merits
and costs thereof to justify making Tecommendations. What we do in the following section is
to identify what we saw to be strengths that need to be protected, problems that need atten-
tion, and problems often identified which we feel do not merit NSflrogramming,attention.
In preparing this list we went well beyond the findings of this case study project to include
other experience we have had as researchers and teachers, along with findings from various
other research studies`.

STRENGTHS

The most substantial STRENGTHS we have seen in science programs in the schools are the
following. It is believed by the staff of the CSSE projec hat NSF planning should give
priority to programs which would sustain and protect these 4Frengths.

1. The large responsibility given the individual teacher to decide what will be taught
and how it will be taught. Many teachers do not have as much leeway as they would like but
other teachers want more of the choices to be determined by the district or state. It is
possible that an adjustment could improve things. But the reliance on the individual teacher
to make the critical decisionsvas to what science education will be is compatible with both
the workings of science and the requirement of personal responsibility for decisions in a
democratic society.

2. The respect shown our faculties of science and mathe4atics by the general public.
A lesser respect, but still substantial regard, is shown for the teachers of social studies
in the high school and for elementary school teachers. Tile militancy of teacher organizations
in some places might erode the respect for teachers collectively. The regard shown individ-
ual teachers continues to be a strong basis for maintaining and improving school programs.

3. The sincere regard teachers have for the well-being of students, both personally
and academically. The teachers have somewhat less concern for parents and taxpayers gener-
ally; but still, as'a group, have a high sense of social responsibility. Neither child nor
adult always appreciates the concern; sometimes the benevolence is greatly disguised; but ,

by and large the empathy is there. Paradoxically, a teacher's efforts in the direction of
personal development for students is often, little appreciated by subject matter expettsiand
parents, and least of all by thestudents themselves.

4. Theo institutes for inservice training. These institutes provide one of the best
opportunities av e anywhere for upgrading the scholarly understandings and, to some extentyaax
the professional skilof science'antbath teachers. They are not entirely suitable for
teachers who are struggling with their classroom teaching responsibilities, but are valuable
in refreshing the knowledge base f4T teaching and establishing networks of teacher's to tackle
common problems.

5. The complex and sophisticated epistemology developed by the modern youngster. While
much of the knowledge a child has may itself be. simplistic, the intuitive understanding of
knowledge is formidable. They understand that "truth" changes and that we are never going to
reach a full and satisfactory explanation of many phenomena, that from different points of
view you arrive at different conclusions, that truth will be used selectively to further
one's beliefs4s. They are quesgioning authority. They are more tentative than children of
most cultures and than childr4n previously in this culture, but are not immobilized by their
skepticism.

3 9
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6. The material and episodic learning resources of a scientific nature, The array of f

materials available to American schools for teaching science is vast, though cost or regu-
lation may limit the choice terribly. The opportunity for most children to. encounter science
on television, in museums, during travels, etc. isiotense.

7. The math mrsape over. The contentiousness of the new-curriculum advocates and
the traditionalists has largely disappeared from the schools. Scientists are less frequently a
portrayed now as "mad bombers',and technicians as ti'potlutaror.S" In most places there has
been a mellowing of faculty attitude toward science 4k4 technology. The attitude is, as
Kenneth Komoski-of EPIE put it, to move "forward to the basics." The preference now of the
ma of elementary teachers is r teaching science as part of reading and feding as part
of s ience, but the time is prop ti us for econsideration of claims as,to what are the
primary ideas and student

/

compet ence 'hat the cols should emphasize.
ftl

PROBLEMS

Next are what we of the CSSE project saw to be the most serious problems in science
teaching and learning in the American schools. These are problems that are part of larger
problems, unlikely to be "solvable" by anything NSF might do--but contributionsIo solutions,-
or even ameliorations, are believed to be within the capability of NSF programming., Note.
again that these observations are not drawn from our CSSE experience alone.

/t'f
1. The prOportion of school funding spent for instructipn is diminishing at a distres-

sing rate. District budgets,,show largest increases for teacher salaries; this is true but
misleading. More and more administrative costs, such as those associated with. enrollments,
planning, program aeyelneevaluation, and coordination are being listed as instuketional
costs--but contributing very little to the teaching and learning. Much ofIthe incTeK0
'expenditure pis at the federal and state level, but the distridts and even individual Snools
have allocated more voney when they coulAoto the administrativeg!osts of instructional sys-
tems and less to actual instruction. Additional Sime for administrative duties is required
of teachers (testing, discipline). Costed out f6Orinstruction,even considering rising
teacher salaries, the funding for teaching is diminishing proportionately). P

2. There is a diminished concern foi scientific ideas, such as Newton's laws and homeo-
stasis, as central to instruction in science. Replacing the emphasis on ffindamental-rela-
tioaships are: topics of a scientific or technoldgical aspect, su90'as envirO ial pollu-
tion, animal behavior, and space exploration. gut even those are giving way lremphasis on
fundamental learning skills, such as reading, aritlletic,'and spelling. In spite of the
Act that there is little evidence that these fundamental skills should be (or even can be)
mastered before substantial time is taken to develop an acquaintance with the basic ideas,
of science, the pressure in the schools is to set the ideas aside for a later time that for
most students never will come.

3. Th...- .pedagogical support for teachers is poor in relevance and small in quantity.
Though they do not Complain much, teachers-,have few resources for assistance in eachipg /

difficult subjec matter or in teachipg children who have trouble learning. The present ',/

response is to have teachers teach them something simpler. The assistance in in- service
sessions after schoollandsoto be acquainting teachers with new regulations andjlew oppOrtun-
ivtes--which are impgrtant, but not useful for the difficult pedagogical probldAs. Moree -

experienced teachershTe hdlpful, but help is persodal and on a,"favor basis. College courses
and special institutes help a teacher with new conceptuaiOions, but not uch with old

osolin
problems. ,

4. Opportunities to learn science out-of-school are not sufficiently supported by
teaching in the schools. Many teachers, for example, do have children watch National GL-,
graphic television shows, purchase hand calculators, and visit local industries,.but many do
not. There is little official reward-to the teacher who enyourages youngsters..to incorporate
into their formal education learnings from the rflth envirotiment around.
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5. The emphasis throughout the school program, from kindergarten through the twelfth
grade is on preparation, not on utilization. Almost everything is learned because it is to

be useful somewhere else. When the student gets sometimes to a point where specific learning

was supposed to be useful, the next teacher complains that it was not learned well enough.
The opportunities for utilizing one's "preparation" are too infrequently built into the
curriculum--so that the child gets all too little experience in school as a user of organized
knowledge.

6. The schools are no longer providing a spokesman for science. It used to be that

the superintendent was a man of learning, a professor, a voice for the importance of knowing
why things are what they are. Now, though just as intelligent, the superintendent is a
specialist in management of a complex institution,. an expert in community relations, and a
liaison with federal and state agencies. The curriculum coordinator is doing important things

but not speaking'out about the importance of science.

NON-PROBLEMS

There is an additional list of problems to be considered, a happier list--for these are
problems that get substantial attention but more than is justified. In other words, the fol-
lowing problems have not been seen to be as serious by us of the CSSE staff as they have been
by many people in many places. We do feel that anything that is seen by large numbers of
people as problematic deserves attention--but it may be more in the matter of helping the
concerned people to see the condition as perhaps more tolerable than they have been seeing
it.

1. Among teachers and among citizens there are great differences in perception of the

objectives of our schools. Our formal statements of purpose are overly general so that no
one will disagree or are overly specific so that each bit appears to be small and not likely
to take up too much time. A healthy society needs no agreement as to what the schools should

do. In fact diverse and even contradictory purposes can be (and regularly are) simultaneously

pursued. Agreement as to purpose does n t serve as a prerequisite for successful instruc-
.tion--if it did we would never have succ sful instruction.

2. The quality of reading and other 'basic"
it

of students is too low. The

fact is that we are not a literate people, not as it seems the Japanese or Swedish are.
Perhaps we need to accept ourselves more as what we are rather than as what some of us would

like us to.be. Of course we should aspire to improvements in reading, but we should also
realize that totalitarianism is based on trying to make people what they are not. These

_children are not the possessions of the schools nor of the government. Even if we knew how

to we would not have the right to make all of them "good readers." Parent aspirations and

student aspirations should of course be honored, their sincerity in wanting strong backgrounds
in basic skills should be respected, but they should not be encouraged to think that without
such skips a youngster will not "survive" or thatostudents are better off doing nothing but
skill wok early in a program. They should not be,encouraged to think that failure of the
political-economic system to provide jobs is somethilg the schools can alleviate by better

reading instruction. Skills that show up on tests are important, but not as important as

they are now believed to be. The important thing is to educate young people, not to impose
minimal standards f,or diverse persons in diverse circumstances; to give youngsters the edu-
cational opportunities they want, their parents want for them and that fit with traditional
ideas of what an education is--and to resist'the revision of programs to fit the technology
of instruction perceived in administrative offices and governmental agencies. "Reading" is

a problem, but not as great a problem as the nation thinks.

-77.fts-
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3. There is little articulation regarding instruction across classrooMs within a Cad-
ing, across buildings, and across levels of instruction, from elementary to high school.
But there are very few subject matters for which the teaching actually depends on a high
degree of articulation. Science education and even a great deal of mathematics education
depend on personal experience and associative meanings. The curriculum which does not de-
velop these individual comprehensionss mechanistic and in danger of,being sterile.
Sequencing of lessons is important. It depends now on use of syllabi, textbooks and tests.
Additional articulation is seldom needed. It4really does not help very much to know in
detail what other teachers are doing or what later teachers are going to be doing.

4. Science and the social sciences are seldom being taught in an interdisciplinar
fashion. Perhaps they are too hard to teach that wgy. To a person sis "up-to-date' in
several of the disciplines the absence of an interdfsciplinary approac s dismaying,4for
so many good j.earning opportunities are missed with the present approac , and the likeli-
hood of missing more by having teachers teach' what they are unaccustomed to4peachIng or
hostile to teaching is high. It is apparent that human beings ate amazingly able to tie
together things from different conceptual realms across distant experiences. We could do
much better in our instruction than we do, but over - attention to disciplinary boundaries
is just not a major problem.

5. The level of work in our schools is highly deRendent on competition. Winning is
just as important for many teachers as it is for athletic coaches. Course marks (grades)
are greatlyrover-emphasized. Competition succeeds in getting more ground covered and keeping
youngsters more alert than they would be otherwise. But the cost is one of subordinating
the learning to an outside motivation, one which is often unavailabl.e for out-of-school

' learning. The problem however, is a cultural problem, not one that the school now knows
how to do much about.

6. 'There is a diminishing- regard for adthority. This has ditect relevance for the,
learning of science, as well as indirectl. .Not only are students as a whole less willing to
do their assignmtnts, but they are less litg to believe that their assignments are worth
doing. They have been well taught that ientific learning is fluid, ever-changing, and
they are not very willing to memorize som hing that sooner or later is going to be outdated.
This is a mature response, one fostered by_ number of the curricular reform projects fifteen
years ago. It is disappointing when we see generalized to a devaluation of all learning
and a disregard for the learning opportunity of others. Of course, a student will study
things of interest to him and his classmates regardless of how authoritative its aura.

* * *

1

, ,c -,

\ These "strengths, problems and non-probletns" summarize out' speculative ruminations
after some eighteen months of work on the Case Studies in Sciehce Education. We believe
they may be useful for NS program planning but of course urge more careful attention to
the project findings stared earlier.

v .....
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SAMPLE PAGES FROM CASE STUDIES

'kk

Readers of the Executive Summary will find frequent citation of pages in the case studies.
The following sample pages are provided for those readers who do not have access to the eleven
case studies. The sample pages are intended to give readers a sample of the several writing
styles of'the authors and examples of treatment of certain key issues,

The authors were experienced researchers, educational evaluators and ethnographers. As .

our field observers, they were encouraged to approach the site in their own way, to select
what to observe and whom to interview, to use their own methods and writing styles. As a
result, the narratives they have produced represent a broad range within the general rubric
of case study research The studies read like short stories, novelettes, essays, summary
reports, or ethnographiesAL Some are laden with raw data, judgmental interpretations, vignettes,
and exerpts from observeLT" field notes. One gives more stress to reporting or analysis,
another lets the people at the site speak for themselves. The sample pages are intended to
invite the reader to get and read each case study in its entirety.

These sample pages illustrate several of the most important issues raised in the case
studies. The work of the study was originally structured by the science teaching-and-learning
questions raised in the RFP and by primary science education issues found in the literature
and the field. From these "foreshadowed problems" emerged the general issues of the study.
Each field observer raised issues relevant to the site. The process of focusing on these
emerging issues and validating them with site visitations gave emphasis to problems both
unique to the site and universal to the study. What was important in one case was validated,
subsumed, diminished or absent in another. The within-site variation of issues often over-
whelmed the between-site aggregation of issues. The sample pages give a flavor of theltind§
of issues that emerged as releva3t to science, math, and social sciences in each case--open
space, excellence, grouping, preparation, articulation, alternatives, back to basics, socia-
lization, testing, disruptive behavior, school finances, teaoher militance, desegration.
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SOME STILL DO: RIVER ACRES, TEXAS
by Terry Denny

An elementary school teacher who was trying to cover fifty years in a coffee
bfeak told me the thing I . . .

. . . had to learn most about our schools is that change comes very
slowly to RIVER ACRES. We had it good and knew it before aZZ this
started to happen. The old time Houston farmer made sure there were
twelve good years of public school for his kids. Those who couldn't
cut it didn't deserve to. They have always'had a good college-bound
curriculum. Then they sent their children to the, best schools to
get away from the dust, the oil and the cattle. That won't do any-
more. Some may yearn for it but it just won't do.er011 kids need to

,

get their chance.

The Administration of RIVER ACRES sees architectural change as providing
opportunity for more children "to get their chance." But open-space education,
now a few years old in RIVER ACRES, came from the "top down" and is embraced by
few of the junior high and nearly none of the senior high school culty. . .

In the RIVER ACRES school district I fouridan easy-going administrative'
style that accompanied the helter-skelter day-to-day problems of rampant growth.
The 'citizens by_their absence at school board meetings are saying "things are all
right." Simultaneously a group within the diitrict.is working toward municipal
secession from ttie district, a maneuver encouraged by Texas law. ' The easy-going
administrative style masks an informed concern°. They are aware of what is going
on behind the scenes. Onelparent said the superintendent had more news sources
than Deep Throat.

One of the storms that reccurs regularly for the administration is the
prlictiCe of grouping. How'many levels; what criteria to use; and what are its
effects? The conventional representations are made. There axe calls for more
instructional levels, for as many as seven in each grade In each subjeec.t. There
is a top administrator Who wants fewer instructional levels, "two would be about
right."

Others feel the administration is caught in a responsive ratherthan a leader-
ship mode. They'assett that the pace of change in RIVER ACRES is more than it can
dandle. "Who could handle it?" I asked. "A young, sensitive Texan who could make
us proud df what we are--and who ate hurricanes for breakfast."
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CSSE Case Study II
TEACHING AND,SCIENCE EDUCATION'

IN FALL RIVER by Mary Lee Smith

about professional matters, how to improve their teaching or their subject matter know-
ledge, or of ever ("God forbid") ascending to an administrative position. There is that
same feeling of regularity and sameness, as if the lounge patterns were laid down years ago.
It's a comfortable, friendly place for those who fall into the patterns. Not all the teach-
ers do. Some deliberately\avoid the lounge and don't share the interests and values of
those who abide there. If a department has a headquarters, there is opportunity for other
sub-groups to form and pursue their interests., One of these is the math-science room,
crowded with desks, supplies, and equipment. The teachers use the quiet to study, prepare
for their courses, and exchange ideas and feelings about teaching:

The academic life at the high school (speaking only for science, math, and social
studies) appears to be confined to the classroom. Even there, academic business is in al-
most constant danger of being overwhelmed by the student society. What takes place in the
clasgroom is the province of the individual teacher. The building administrators occasion-
ally observe and evaluate, but teachers rarely intrude on one another. If a teacher choos-
es to lecture, run discussion groups, or confine himself to showing films, an unwritten
rule seems to hold that others will say nothing about it. Curriculum--the coverage of a
single course or the relationships among courses--is discussed and agreed upon in informal
department meetings. Incursion into this system by central administrators or committees
is likely to be resented, sabotaged, or passively "waited out."

I.

The students appear to accept the primacy and authority of the teacher, for the hour
they sit there. There is rarely an outburst in class; one.never sees the student flouting
the authority of the'teacher. Truancy is the only perious discipline problem in the
tchool. Classroom problems that exist are problems of acquiescence and passive non-involve-
ment. Many teachers express concern about conducting discussions. It is difficult for
the observer to pick out the best students in any class. They areas quiet as the others.
They .don't seem to provide that spark that can help a teacher strike a lively pace and
maintain a taut intellectual tone.

The academic life in a classroom is maintained only so long as student attention is
dire\gted at some specific activity--a lecture or problem to be done on the spot. When this
condi on is not met (e.g., whdn class time is made available for student study), students
relax a once;.attention is directed immediately to each other. Social processes are so
much more compelling than school businesg. WOrk can always be postponed until those lone-
ly hours at. m dur class there are more important Oingson students' mindsethan book-
work.

[Observation of an advanced science class,) The teacher had assured me that
he would start a new unit today, but the students had performed poorly on
the unit test and he had agreed to review and retest them. During the re-
view the students quietly and diligently took notes. Then he asked' for
individual students to approach him wibi problems while the others reviewed
their tests. Immediately what had just been-one class broke into sev-
eral conversation groups.The noise increased. One student went back
to the lab to perform an experiment he had missed. The banter)start-

-ed with usual game of "wha'ja get?" but talk about science was)soon
placed with talk of girls, dates, cars,, the latest track meet, the injuries
suffer6d in Friday's game. Although the teacher tried to bring the class
back to sciences,. the hour was lost. Two girls from the hall opened the
door and beckoned to a boy to leave class early. Several students sat,
staring, waiting for'the hour to be over.

or

ik

The High School Science Program

The high school science program consists of eighteen courses. Despite lenient grad-
uation requirements, enrollments are high. The courses are staffed with an impressive

. ,
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CSSE Case Study III
;r4 SCIENCE EDUCATION IN THE ALTE

'SCHOOLS by Lou Smith

Among the report's conclusions, two bear upon the issues of
curriculum. ' /

Elementary social studies continues to be an area in
which we find the least agreement on what we should1be
doing and the most difficulty in fully implementing.'

PP
In general, however, the record of what is being done
is dramatically improved over last year's assessment.
Then, recommended programs could be found in about one-
third of the classrooms in.the district. Now, at least
one of the-recommended programs can be found in three
out of every four classrooms. Of courte, how well they
are being used is'a judgment the principal must make.
And it cannot be denied that some teachers may be doing
an excellent job with other than the recommended pro-
grams. It would seem, however, that almost every teacher
needs a good set of materials from which to start social
studies instruction and it also seems that she should
feel f_,re)p to takeoff from these materials whenever
appropriate.

Careful reading of those paragraphs suggests a number of poksfent
but implicit aspects.of curriculum in Alte.

The formal curriculum at the elemgotary school illustrates
vividly one'of the most central problems in a theory of education
as a theory of action--dilemmas, trade offs, and decisions. In
this instance, one might draw extreme cases of a prescribed cur-
riculum fax all schools and classes in scienCt, math, and, social
science On the. one hand, and a curriculuutotally left to each
individual teacher on the other hamd.14 In between steps on such
a continuum, might be the introiuction of some commonality within each
individual building, which does Occur "asently in Alte. Another
variation between the extremes is to provide a prescription, as is
also now in place in Alte, that half of the math time is IPI and
half the science time is ESS.

The logic of the alternatives seems to be an accent on
\'motivation, creativity, and interest on th e hand; and orderly,

orgaWiie'd, and sequenced teaching and learn ng on the other hand.
'At its best, one is back with the former to the"projectuand
"actrvity"curriculumsof Kilpatrick and perhaps Bruner. With the

a latter, at its best, One is back to Herbert and perhaps more
, w

recently, to Ausubel. Complex aptitudextreatment interactions exist
at the teacher level: that is, who -can do what with each orientation.

An even more extreme possibility would be to have the curricullim
determinedhy4the children. See Anatomy_ of Educational Innovati n
(Smith and Keith 19-711 for an account of attempts in this
dire,ction.

ott,
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CSSE Case Study IV
SCHOOLING AT Bfer:,A RURAL CASE

STUDY by Alan Peshkin

tha' .tten. You know you're never going to get a whole class at the same time asking a lot
of questidns, not feeling this inhibition about 'she's a teacher, I can't ask a question,'

but just interested in learning for the sake of learning and not because of next week's

test. That may be too much to expect. Still, you have students who maybe go do something
in science, who do well and enjoy it, and you have the feeling that you had something to do
with that. Those are the longer term kicks. Front day to day, the labs are more enjoyable

than classroom work. I think the kids get more out of them. I thpik-I like most inter-
acting with the individual kid. There's students who'll tell you fn class they don't know,
when they do know the answer. In lab, they'll talk to you.

"All in 5111, this is a good place to teach. Basically I feel I can be the kind of
teacher I want to be. I don't really feel pressured from any direction. There's no PTA.
The school board is generous. I'hayen't asked for big things, so maybe it's been easy for
them to agree to my requests. I don't know of any comment they've ever made about my
teaching. And it's the same with the churches. Some places have 4ci_ controversies over
sex education. We teach it id health, and in biology when I go- -over the reproductive system
I discuss 'contraception and venereal disease. We feel it's necessary for kids to know these
things. We give it simply on an information basis. Most of the parents prefer that the
kids get ei'llere because a lot of them don't know much of this stuff. As long as you don't
get into the Moral aspect. The only time any of that came up was on the idea of abortion
and I doli't believe in it either. That's what I told the class, but at the same time it's
there, it's available, and voy should know what it is. Beyond that, you make the decision
based on your family and your religious beliefs.

"Evolution has never come up as an issue. I don't know. My ,personal view is probably
close to safe because I don't see any divergence, between the theory of evolution and'a
reli ous viewpoint. I suppose I'm not really radical. Maybe that's the reason I haven't
had an feedback. If j were an atheist, I suppose that might present a problem. And the
students don't make it a problematic discussion either. Never had anyone do that. Here
again, our students are pretty much of one mind. They're pretty closed in the ideas they
have.; I've 'hardly had any feedback from the community."

High School Science Classes

Chemistry I

Mrs. N. shows a girl how to get the area of a rectangle:

(10.0 cm)(15.0 cm) 150 cm2.

S:5' Do we have to do the problpm that way? [she asks, referring to the paren-

:theses and the units).

T: Yes. And don't forget that you get squared centimeters. What about the
significant digits? [She and the class count up the number of significant
digits on both aides of the equal sign! Mrs. N. emphasiZing they must place
a line over the zero in the answer. She reminds the class several times
about significant numbers. She reinforces certaip procedures, trying to

s In this and all other classroom scenes S is student and T'is teacher.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION IN URBANVILLE:
A CASE STUDY by Wayne Welsh

crosses your face as you watch their unbounded enthusiasm and curiosity. Sometimes this
energy competes against the rules and order desired by the teachers.

Eletnentary teachers seemed happier in their job than did their secondary counterparts.
There were more smiles and fewe complaints in the teachers' lounge. The battle lines be-

. tween students and teachers a snot so clearly drawn and learning seems more of a joy than
a conflict.

Reding and language arts dominate the curriculum, even at the upper level.s. Mathe-
matics is a distant second but it is considerably ahead of anything else. Princpals rank
the relative emphasis at the elementary level this way:

1. Reading
2. Mathematics
3. Social studies
4. Physical education
5. Health/science
6. Music
7. Art

A reported schedule of a sixth grade teacher also illustrates the situation.

9:00 = 10:00
10:00 10:10

10:10 - 11:00

11:00 11:40

11:40 - 12:30
12:30 - 12:45
12:45 1:20

1:20 - 1:30

1:30 - 2:30

Language arts
Recess
Math

Social studies
Lunch-recess .

Spelling

Language arts,or math again, depending on
Recess problems
P.E., science, art, music, health

This schedule, or one like it, is typical of all the elementary schools. Science
competes with art, music, health (sometimes considered science by teachers), P.E., and what-
ever else may impinge on the end of a school day, e.g., parent conferences scheduled for '
two weeks. And science is losing the battle. It receives very little attention.

The curriculum guide for the district, which is seldom used by teachers, recommends
about ninety minutes a day for language arts (including reading), about forty minutes per
day for math, and thirty each for science 'and social studies. t:Other subjects are recommended'
lesser amounts. Greatper influences on teacher decisions are principal pressure,, or encourage-
ment, and current district priorities. The latter currently are on such things as minimum
competencies in reading and math, desegregation, accountability, and public relations in the
community.. Science and social studies are being largely ignored.

Probably the mo t important observation for the purposes of t
Cii
is study at the elemen-

tary 1 is the all amount of science that is being taught. Only an occasional teacher
or principal w o is interested in the area generates interest that may spread throughout the-
building. OVierwise, one is most likely .not to see any science at the elementary level.

Social studies is given more attention, but even this is diminishing as. the move for
competency (with its increased time requiremerits) and other demands grow. Teachers seem to
be willing to teach social studies more than scidnce, but less and less time is available.
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CASE STUDIES IN SCIENCE EDUCATION:
PINE CITY by Rob Malker

In one community every curriculum decision. had its ties with desegregation:,

In the eyes of everyone in Pecan County integration is the key issue,

.
perhaps particularly in the schools, but much of what is focused on education

pervades the community as a whole.' . . .

For those'pressing more directly for integration there are still significant

barriers ahead. The banks, medicine, pharmacy'and the'law are still exclusively

whine as are most pubficioffiCes. Yet there is a feeling amongst those in leader-
ship positions in the school system that it is only a matter of time before these

areas too becoMe integrated.

This mood of optimism, almost of crusade, seems to be what holds the school'

system together. Paradoxically even those teachers) who do not share the conviction

for integration seem claried along by it, almost despite themselVes. I found it

quite common Jor white Leachers, who seemed to have no hint of prejudice in school,

to return to the conven onal facial prejudices and stereotypes out of school,

albeit in a.muted and o ique form. . . .

I confessed to or* black girl that I didn't know how to react when teachers,
who in school seemed intent on making, integration work, out of school expressed

prejudice. Should I admire their professionalism or cpndemn their hypocrisy?
She admitted it was often confusing fir black students:

There are teachers who will, be real nice to you in school, but then
you'll meet them in town walking along the street, and because they
have their wives or their husbands with them, they'll just act like

the' don't know you.

Of course teachers often genuinely fail to recognize their students out of context.
This girl merely reports her feelings in tile-s+tuation, / 4

The superintendent is seen by most people as being in,a key position on the

integration issue. . . . In steering his way thrpugh the rocks and shoals of
public concern and established attitudes he has had to develop a sensitivity Eor
situations not unlike that previously, cultivated by blacks. The anecdote that
best captures this concerns the mural painted on the Primary School under the

direction of, (an) artist-in-residence. It just happened, she explained; that the
black children wanted to,paint people, while the White children wanted to paint

houses, buses, trees and flowers. The result was a colorful landscape peopled

by black figures. The mural is in a prominent position readily visible to visitors
to the schools and the school board office; and as it neared completion the super-
intendent Walked across from his office to take a look. "Very colorful," was his

pointed comment. If you look now you can see that there are some white faces too-,
roughly in the proportion they are in the schools (but they still have brown bodies).

)

To the outside visitor it begins to look like ,a success story. The schools

.
seem to he working smoothly and integration appears to be accepted, even those

Who don't like it seem prepared to accept that the process is irreversible . . .
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THE STATUS OF-SVENCE, MATHEMATICS,
ANP SOCIAL SCIENCE IN WESTERN

AO ,
CITY, USA by. R. Serrano

the students went right to work.- Other students worked on puzzles and
similar tyre games. All during the sciince session 'a variety of behaviors
were noted,'but my overall impression wFs that the students were inter-
ested and appeared to be haling fun (Field Notes, 1,977).

In this school where the S-

LA program is used the most, "extensively," they also have
the problems of time allocation the various curricular offerings. The reading program,
the multicultural components of the early childhood program, and the numerous interruptions
due to testing evidently do not interfere with thepinclusion of elementary science at this
one school, The schdol populations are slightly different, but the time schedules are
basically the same. It would seem, then, that other schools should be able to folkw this

. lead.

Mathematics and Social Scrende

Mathematics at the erementaty level varies from school to school. Some schools use
packaged programs sech asthe C.D.A. (Curriculum Development Associates), while others rely
primarily on work problems on dittoed sheets. A large number of teachers prefer to "scram-
ble and choose" those materials they think would be most beneficial for their students. As
a consequence, unless the teacher has ,a few years of experience, a good amount of time is
spent hunting for appropriate materials for the students.

From the state level,
1
testing is required of all students. In some.cases testing of

the students is performed,twqand three times a year, paiticularly at the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade level, and tathis'again is very time consuming:

'',,,

. .
.

The students have-to be prepared before'the,test, well in advance. None
of the schools want to come-out with low scores. Low scores would mean
that we have not been,doTPT. our job' (Teacher's Comment, 1977).

c

The pressure for.high scori pment is real in the W.C.S.D. The schools' in our sample
reflected this pressure; yet re was fide., .if anything, the teachers could do to elim-
inate this undue pressure for,4/g4er sc gs that would indisite high achievement in mathe-

''matics.
w---

Yet achievement is not high;°at least, not consistently so. Of the three main ethl
groups in the W.C.S.D., the Chica
emetics achievement. By the.end

re the ethnic group that exemplifies the loss of math -
sl,xth grade, the Chicano group is reading almost

two years behind grade level and'is yearyear behind grade level in mathematics.
Whether this is due primarily tq /ang age dAyiculty-is not known, but there is some.,evi-
dence that indicates part of the problem:

. . . just arrived from Mexico: We have him sit over there because no one
can understand him. He hasn't learned to speak 'nglish yet. When he gets to
the point where he can understand English, we will start him on math and
some of the other areas . .-; (Teacher's Convent, 1977).

While variation exists from school to school in matilemat instruction, the situation
for'social studies)is even more pronounced. In social studies there appears to be no com-
monality of subject matter content utilized in any of the schools. The materials uded vary
with .every teacher. When asked about this particular area, most teachers responded that
this is one area that is dealt with only tangentially. They are,not concerned with this
.area of science per' se because theifconcern is more with reading, writing, spelling; arith-
metic, and art.
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CSSE Case Study VIII
SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS: COLUMBUS,

OHIO'S EDUCATIONAL RESPONSE TO
THE ENERGY CRISIS OF 1977

instriction, using the newspaper school supplement (Classroom Extra), contacting teachers
by telephone, and going on field trips. Elementary teachers found their small group con-
tacts to be quite productive. Teachers working with small groups of children in places
outside the school di's-tottered they were becoming better acquainted with pelt- children and
were teaching more material than would have been possible in the regular classroom. This
was so because of the small groups of students teachers had formed. This was much different
from the large group instruction.mo4t engaged in during the regular program. Some said .

their small group contacts were =Ire successful than their one day in school contact. One
first grade teacher found that two children who she thought were possible retentions had
made so much progress during School Without Schools as a result of sm11 group work and
parental help that they would probably not be retained this year.

Transporting one's own materials or borrowing those in a host school were a particular
problem that the elementary teachers faced during School Without Schools. One teacher said
she had to haul three boxes of materials into tht school just to teach reading, spelling,
and math. Organizing for the one day in school and organizing all the material for the out-
of-school assignments was found by many elementary school teachers to be a formidable task.

Subject areas being emphasized by classroom teachers at the elementary level during
School Without Schools were reading, spelling, and mathematics. Teachers reported that
they had been requested by central administrators to concentrate on these basic skill areas.
Some history and social studies topics were being taught, but there was very little atten-
tion given to science.

The science curriculum, especially at the elementary level, waerevealed to be weak
in both the School Without Schools Program and the regular school program. Science is a
little-taught subject by many teachers at the elementary-level.

,-,
. .

Those at the elementary level who did teach science mainly followed a textbook. A
second grade teacher said she had attended grade level science workshops for Columbus
teachers and had been given all the science supplies she needed. She said all teachers had
the opportunity to attend these Workshops. The obvious inference was that teachers could
get assistance to teach science; but that for whatever reasons, they resisted and did of
use such assistance. Reasons given for not teaching science in the regular or School With-
out Schools Programs at the elementary level were: ,dislike of the textbook, dislike of a
textbook approach, lack of equipment, lack of knowledge to teach science, lack of time,',
the need to shareJlektbooks, and the fact that science was graded every other six weeks.
The generality of these reasons cannot be judged, but it is suggested that they could be
pursued as hypotheses concerning why there seems to be so little science being taught in
the elementary /grades of the Columbus PIOlic Schools. Other than science-related field
trips, few teachers planned science 1pssons for their classes. One teacher took her class
to her home to learn how to care for and feed horses.41phother teacher related that she had
had the children play a science game pajterned after a Columbus television program called
"In the Know," in which students from schools compete by demonstrating their knowledge
of various topics, This teacher's questions for her "In the Know" game were based on an
"out of school" science assignment.

vP

.

-e use of field tips was highly variable both in terms of teachers' employment of
them and in terms of the purposes for which they weds used. Reasons given by teachers,for
taking field trips were: to supplement a social studies or science lesson that had been
taught before school closed, to extend science concepts, to enrich children's experiences,
and to serve as motivation for discussion when school resumed. For example, one sixth C
grade teacher with a predominantly black class did not meet with her children for instr6etion
outside schoo but she did take small groups of students to the Center of Science and In-
dustry, the Oh

N
State School for the Blind, the Black Cultural Center, the Lincoln LeVeque

Tower, and the TGI Friday, a mod restaurant in Columbus, for enrichment experiences. Some

51
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CSSE Case Study IX
SCIENCE IN THE SCHOOLS OF AN
EASTERN MIDDLE SEABOARD CITY

by Jacquetta Hill-Burnett
He's nb a bad boy, and his family does care. I think the three' of them just got
into something. . .Anyway, I told him I was sorry it had happened, too, and I

was glad about the apology; but I could only accept it if he offered in front of
the whole class, because in a way he had insulted them, too. So he did do that
and I gladly accepted the apology. It is so hard, though: They aren't bad
children.

In the junior high schools the salient issue was "mainstreaming": not so much random mix-
ing of abilities, but the mainstreaming of youngsters with behavioral,problems, "juvenile

%s
delinquents" as they were sometimes referred to. This wa no small concern. Children
were being returned to the schools, and to the same classro , by the court. A federal
court decree assured thee children the right to re-enter those classrooms. Following
this legal mandate of the courts, the teachers of one of,the junior hie schools submitted
a petition to the teachers' union to initiate a "class action suit" on their behalf.

The stress ran deep. Ae day I entered the teachers' lounge with Ms. Odom during her
free period. I saw an older man with close-cropped hair sitting at the end of the table
nervously smoking a cigarette. He held his head with one hand, stroking back across his
hair from time to time as if to relieve it of path. Whe introduced to me as Mr. Thomas,
math teacher, he asked if I were there to introduce a new curriculum. I said "no, not
this time." I was .thert to find out what was happening now in science teaching and what
teachers thought of it, good and bad. He said:

You get kids and they don't know what they should know to do the work. Since they
can't do the work, they act up. They dOn't want kids to call 'em dumb, so they
act up tojcover up the fact they can't do the work. . . They can't subtract and
multiply. They know theory and sets but can't subtract. . ,v.New math seems to 1/4

have done that; the paper says high school grads can't even read!

Q.: Do you iJant to go all the way back?

-1/4

Mr. T.: No, not all the way, but some. . Oh, I got a headache juit looking
at ithis school this WO.niny. .A kid said to me. . .pardon me. . .he said to
me, "Kiss my asfq Teachers have no rights anymore, only kids. (He rubbed
his aching head and drew deep drags from his cigarette.) Kids areall mixed up
now.

Q.: Is it the size of.the.classes?

Mr. T.: No, size isn't it. You can have fifty who want to learn and still
have a good class, We're not allowed to group kids homogeneously. You'll
have kids in,a grade who can do the work, but some who are two or three- --

,grades behind in reading; you have to.ipdiviamqize or group. You can't
teach otherwise. But you're just a security guard. ,(Then). . .Come to my
second period class. I'll show you what good kids can do.

k

PVENTS

Parents I found have strong sympathy and support'for teachers in this matter. At
the.end of an interView with one parent, I quoted from the petition being composed by the
junior high school teachers in the school her children attended.

The teachersdof Rvosevelt Junior High School request a class action suit,to
protect the rights of our serious students. The quality of education has
been severely eroded'by the behavior of a few students who make life miserable

\\, for the others. The noise, the commotion in the halls created by class
cutters, dist s students from their work. Teachers are being verbally
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Although attempts were made to visit
cluster of study sites, few recorded inter
those in social studies. Instead, I made
and physical science to hold exchanges wi
opportunity to execute a comprehensive visitation in Vortex, and it seemed wise to capital-

ize on this good fortune." Our intent, though, met opposition' from the weather: we lost ,

one day of'tht site study period to "the effects of one of the worst storms to strike (this]
area in many years." It was a fitting climax,'for Pennsylvania was one of the states hard-

est hit by the severe winter of 1976-77.
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CSSE Case Study X
VORTEX AS HARBINGER

by Gordon Hoke

a large number of classrooms throughout the
iews were conducted with instructors other than
rrangements for local teachers of mathematics

h members of our site study team. We had an

A pair of "mint-portrayals" are included in this report. They build On the fou ation

outlined above and feature the areas of secondary physics and remedial matheulatics the

primary and elementary grades.

THREE PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS

"The total CSSE project has three principal questions to answer," wrote Bob Stake in

October,1976. The trio included:

Question No. 1 - "What is the status of precollege science teaching and learn-
,ing today?"

,Question No. 2 "What are the conceptualizations of science held by teachers and
students?"

,1

Question No. 3 - "What happenings in school and community are affecting the sci-
ence curriculum?"

Responses offered by Vortex Leachers, administrators, students, and.parents should be inter-

preted against the background skgched below.

In December 1950, the superintendent prepared a document-entitled Proposed Curriculum
CAahges and Revisions for the Board of School Directors. It stressed:

Science education which only a few years ago was largely optional and integrated
in the lower grades has now become a major responsibility of the school. . . .

Today, if the teacher is to meet her responsibility she Must help the chilpiren,
in ways appropriate to their maturity, to understand causal relationships and
systematic approaches to the/observation of phenomena. Moreover, even the young
child must become more informed about the place of science and technology as
major factors in modern life.

.

A decade later, his successor--who served the district for almost thirty-five years

as a teacher and administrator--wrote:

It has,been frequently stated, that the primary function of the scho4a is the-
cultivation of the mind, especially as regards the basic mental skins. . . .

No of our team' members were mathematicS.professors at the local university. Both

were natives of the area and well acquainted wfth its schools. In truth, they were part

of the Vortex "family."
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David wrists onthe boatd: "Conclusion. 'Aar is all aroun

Sample Page
CSSE Case Study XI
CASE STUDIES IN SCIENCE EDUCATION:

BOSTON ay Rob Walker

Air is all around and occupies space. ("Those are the key words," David comments.)
The drinking glass contains air. ("I'm going to do something dififerent,Ols semester, I'm
going to collect in your notebook and thosecwho takethe notes will get.credit for doing
it.") The water pushes against th4 air, but can't enter unless the dr ing glass is held
at an angle to perm t s m

110-3

the air to escape.

David next demonstra he secon,d experiment, which is to float a cork on water and
then press it under water wi an invetted, air-filLed drinking glass.

n"Describe where the cork is,

"Below the water."

avid asks.

4r

"Right," says David. "The pressure of'air presses it down, Air occupies space.
Air has weight. Tf I tilt the glass, air escapes,and the cork will rise: I'm
going to put the answer I want on the board."

.

He writes: "Conclusion. Air io-a substance ('Just like solids andliquids').1111Air Is
a real.substance and takes up space just, as do liquids and solids. The air presses down on
the cork, forcing it downs Since -the drinking glass.is full of air, no water c get in un-
less we first let some air escape." He reads It out loud and waits for the class Ttf write it
down. ILP«

Yo may think these are things you,knew all alOng (he says', but I want you
to get used to putting it down in this form. Let me give you,a word of
advice. I'm going to be giving you some notes each day; if you miss a'class,
make sure you make up on the notes. You won't always be able to catch up on'
the experiments, but make sure you get the notes. For homework,"I want
you to find out what gases compose a volume of dry air. ,

With ten minutes of _the lesson left, he begins a cAss discussion:

"Where does our atmosphere begin?"

"At the grow d."'

"Where it end? How high?

"No.

use) Is a thousand Plies too much?"

"Actually it's nearer two thousand miles. But most of it is concentrated
.in he firstLthirty to fifty-five miles. Has anyone ever climbed a moun-
tain?"

(Some yeses)

"If you ever climb a mountain, pr go to Denver, you
thinner. Denver is at 6000 feet, and that higfi the
is here near sea level. So most of the air id in a
borld, and it's in that layer that we get'weather.
inition of the layerP,'

"Earth's atmosphere."

"Berner& r the definition I gave you It4h:4106 week?"

know that the air gets
air is thinner than it
Olin layer around the ,

Can you give me a def-

a

tea on the board: "The great ocean of air that *ends thousands of miles above
the surface of the earth and gradually thins into outer space."
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